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Library short on
money for hoo_ks
·

By Beth Albert
and Dennis Cauchon

Boston-based teller of tales, Brother Blue, weaved a wondrous web of words yesterday afternoon atop the MUB hill. (Jonathan Blake photo)
·

Borner:Mr.
By Todd Balf
Tqrough his post as UNH
Associate Coordinator of
Environmental Research Laboratory, Alan Borner has launched an
aggressive assault on the
perpetrators of illegal waste
a1sposal and coordinated efforts to
clean up supposedly safe disposal
sites.
·
"One of the things I'm trying to
do is to get various members of the
faculty and students involved in
this critical issue of hazardous
waste management. New
England's problem is that there is
not one secure place to get rid of
hazardous wastes in any of the six
states," said the governor's
appointee to the New England
Regional Commission on
hazardous waste disposal.
Borner also holds another
unsalaried position as chairperson
of the governor's task force on
hazardous waste and is the founder
and coordinator of the three-day
Northeast Conference on
Hazardous Waste in Portsmouth.
Borner said if not the majonty,
an extraordinary number of
suppo~edly sanitary landfills and
town dumps are not safe disposal
sites.
"This problem has not just
recently surfaced as is widely
believed, but our ability to detect
the problem is just coming about,"
Borner said.
The stocky blond spoke in
detail about the problems these
wastes incur.
"They go through the soil in
spaces between the sand and gravel
and pollute the aquifers
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The · Dimond Library has run
out· of money to purchase books
requested by departments in the
University.
It naa Deen nopect tile Univc1:)ity
System Board of Trustees would
~::mr.-adqitional $75,000 to
cover the depleted funds, but the
• proposal never even madeilt to;the
Board's agenda.
·
"We're riot keeping up with the
new material for research and
scholarships," said UNH
Librarian Donald Vincent.
The costs of materials has
increased dramatically, Vincent
said. And despite a special $25,000
allocated last November, another
$100,000 would be needed to keep
even with last year.
.. "There are a lot of demands on
the University budget," said VicePresident for Academic Affairs
Gordon Haaland. "We can't meet
all these demands."
The library, which has a budget
of about $625,000, has been hit ,
particularly hard by inflation
because of rapid rises in the prices
of periodicals.
.
The money left over after
making renewals and book
purchases is put into a free fund
from wbich departments can
request books they need.
Thomas Newkirk, assistant
professor of English and a member
:of the Academic Senate's Library
Committee, said ~or a_ll practi~l
purposes the University d?esn t
have any free funds from which to
buy books.

•sp· osa l
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underground which in tun:i may
pollute water supplies throughout
the area because of the nature of
these aquifers," he said.
Borner said he sees his position
as a type of mediator between
industries, state agencies, and
environmentalistsinanattemptto
present a broader spectrum of
debate for the relatively narrow
viewpoints taken by each of these
sectors on hazardous waste
disposal.
.
"Through the conference
(Northeast Conference on
H-;;_zardous Waste) thousands can
be affected," he said. "The more. ·
experts we have in touch the more
ideas there will be for waste
disposal. i don't want to just have
engineers listening to engineers,
and town managers just talking to
other town managers. I want
everyone learning from each
other."
Borner said he became
interested in the waste disposal
problem after hearing of Frank
Kaler's findings in N.J. Kaler, who
noticed big name chemical true.ks
dumping in the land fill next door
to his house, eventually was
contaminated by these chemicals
which went into the water supply.
Accordin~ to Borner, Kaler
develo~ed rashes and hives, and
started- losing some hair.
The appalling consequences of
this case to Borner was that
initially nobody would help Kaler.
"The state tests did not have the
complex equipment, and the EPA
wouldn't test because they claimed
this probiem, did not affect two
hundred fifty people," Borner said.
"Finally a professor at Rutgers
University convinced the EPA,
and they came up with a list of
chemicals in that water sample that
ran the length 9f -~ arm."
The end result of Kaler's case
was that aquifers running beneath
the land had contaminated the
Municipal well. Along with that,
millions drank a big name fruit
drink which drew its water from
thts very well.
·
This case is indicative of ~any
. hazardous waste disposal

a,

.
problems which initially seem to
affect only a few but end up
touching thousands, Borner said.
This type of problem was one of
WASTE, page 5

"As far as scholarship goes, say
in my .. peld, which is teaching
compo$ftion theory and research,
it puts a crimp on me," Newkirk
said;·
"I can't go out and buy anything.
It's especially bad for people who
~omc mto the dcpelrtment and arP

new in the field," he sa1a.
Vincent said five years ago he
projected UNH would need a book
budget of about $1 million.
Rhode Island is ahead of the
University by $100,000 and the
University of Vermont spends
more on book funds than UNH
does, he said. However, he said it is
unrealistic to compare UNH to
other Un1versities because of
variations in research programs.
University System Chancellor
Bruce Poulton said he was not
aware the library had depleted its
funds, but wasn't surprised they
needed more money. Haaland said
he did not intend to bring the issue
up until the next fiscal year when
he will ask for a larger budget. The
fiscal year begins July l.
· The library's free fund was only
56 percent of what it was the year
before, Vincent said. W~e.n
inflation is taken into account, 1t 1s
only 40 percent.
The Trustees have not been able
to react to the library's budget
problems because of other
restraints, Vincent said.
"The governor projected that
next year will be a kind of disaster
year for the state with the cutback
_o f federal funds," he said. "I wo_uld
gues~ they (Tru~tees~ are J~St
reacting to the s1tuat1on they re
in."

R oom· IO tt_ ery unnecessary
By John Marini
The proposed lottery to weed
out at least 100 of next fall's juniors
and seniors has been deemed
unnecessary, according to Marc
Robillard, UNH housing
coordinator.
This means any student who
lives on campus now and wants to
remain on campus will be able to,
provided he or she paid the $50
room deposit last week at room
draw.
The weeding process was to have

been done by random computer
· selection.
. Robillard said the lottery was
unnecessary because only 2800
students paid their room deposit.
He had expected a minimum of
2925.

According to Robillard, there
will be no change in the build-up
situation. "There will be 170
(students) in lounges next fall," he
said.
Robillard also said, "No one will
be forced to live at the Atlantic
~·:·

Motel." According to the Office ·or
Residential Life, living at the
Atlantic Motel in Hampton will be
more expensive than living on
campus. A double at the Atlantic
will be $525 per person, while a
double on campus will cost $435
per person.
.
There will be an extra $84 energy
surcharge on these rents.
Robillard sat relaxed at his desk
and summed up his feelings on the
results of last weeks room draw.
"J'm ecstatic," he said.

~

From bottom to top-Barry Warrine, Danny Coleman, and Erik Romanski took time out yesterday afternoon to go for a little tussle on the Thompson Hall lawn. (Jonathan Blake photo)
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News Briefs

Tlwusands aJmnd open lwuse

Color brightens greenhouse
Awards to be given

Gardner, of Stratham. "This is the
first year l 've come, and I came
mainly to look. Next I'd come and
take more advantage of it-bring
questions and soil to be tested, and
everything else. I just didn't know
what to expect, but I will next
year."
Williams said many people
come every year with long lists of
questions.
"It's amazing the distance some
people will come to see the show.
They come not only from New
Hampshire, but Maine and
Massachusetts as well," he said.
Janet Rimkunas, a freshman
applied plant science major helped

I turn around I think we must have
gotten rid of the last Easter lily, but
they keep coming."
Thompson School's Greenhouse
Superintendent Christopher
Roborge said the money earn.ed
through plant sales goes back into
the operation of the greenhouses.
"Most people don't realize that
we do this (sell plants) six days a
week, not just for the open house,"
Rimkunas said.
Hannelore Dawson, program
coordinator for "Nutrition at
Work," and assistant Patricia
McHale, stir-fried fresh vegetables
for four hours Friday and
Saturday, passing out delicious

high.school and junior high:,chool

out with the Thomp:,on School

smelling

kids," Williams said. .
Associate Professor of Plant
Science David Koch said the show
has expanded its interests in the
last couple of years.
"It was started by Plant Science,
but it's been left open to the re.st of
the college (of Life Sciences and
Agriculture). We haveentomology,
home economics, wildlife, and
forestry participating too," Koch

plant sales. Staring after a stream
of people carrying paper-covered
pots of plants, she said, "Everytime

Dawson estimated that 200 people
an hour . sampled the vegetables,
GREENHOUSE, page 4

By Lorraine Townes

The annual UNH Greenhouse
Open House was much more than
a flower show.
There were flowers, and plants,
and trees and vegetables, but there
were also exhibits on ~loning,
beekeeping, composting, solar
greenhouses, and wildlife, and
demonstrations on food
preparation, soil .testing, along
with lectures and films.
Chairman Charles Williams
estimated that between three and
four thousand people attended the
open house.
"Ws designed for all age groups
from homeowners to bus loads ·of

The English department is accepting manuscriRts for writing
awards for scholastic achieveme~t, poetry, fiction and short stories.
.. ,Manuscripts should be typed, double-~paced, Of!_ one side of
~etter-sized paper, and should be submitted by April 25 to Sandy
Allen, department secretary, in Hamilton Smith Hall, room 113.
The awards include: Alfred Ernest Richards Scholarship,
, scholarship amount varies; Daniel Morin Poetry Prize, poetry, $15;
Dick Shea Memorial Award, poetry or fiction, $50; Lt. Albert A.
Charait Fund, short story, $75.
All scholarship and writing prize winners will be announced at thefinal Writers Series presentation May 5 in the Forum Room of the
Dimond Librarv.

Library offers job guide

"It's a good cross section of the
CQllege, " Williams added.
The predominant color at the
open house, ot course, was green,
with brilliant splashes of every
other color imaginable. Red and
white azaleas, begonias, mums,
and countless blue, orange, ·and
pink things with unpronounceable
Latin names.
"About this time of year, people
have the gardening itch but can't
really get out because of the
weather," Williams said. "I think
that's one of the reasons it's always
so popular."
Both Kqch and W~lliams agreed
that the annual open house is one
of the best public relations events
offered by the University.
"The University should be doing
more of this kind of extension
work. On an informal basis, it's an
excellent way to transmit
knowledge and make University ·
resources available to people in the
area," Koch said.
A major goal of the event was to
offer people a chance to have their
questions answered.
"People come to look, but they
also come with specific questions
about pruning, soil, pests, or
anything else you can imagine. It
also helps us because we get an idea
of the problems homeowners have
with their gardening, Koch said.
"It's been terrific," said Josie
~~~i

TOSNOM holds selllinar
TOSNOM will P.resent a two-gay ~minar on_psychic healing
F~dav and Saturday.
·
. · Harold Schroeppel, teacher and psychic, will speak Friday at
7:30 p.m. in the Carroll-Belknap Room of the Memorial Union
Building.
Schroeppel will conduct a workshop Saturday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the Grafton Room of the MUB.

to

visitors.

Contest is held to

pick PPO&M V!~

said.

If you'~ still looking for a summer job, the reference desk at the
Dimo~l..ibrary has a new book that may help you land a job.
· ~ recently acquired "Student Guide to Summer Employment in
Pu,rness" is a guide to United States businesses that offer summer
jobs or internships to college students.
The guide, published by the University of Colorado's journalism
school, has three sections: a listing of businesses by state, a section of
special listings including businesses with more than one personnel
office, or that offer internships with stipulations concerning the
gender or race of an applicant.
The third section lists companies that responded too late to be
listed in the book's main body.

samples

By ·Debbie Lukacsko
Physic;\} Plant Operations and
Maintenance is holding a contest
to establish both VIP of the month
and of the year.
Carol Harris, who works on the
program, said, "Anyone who
works for PPO&M is -eligible to
enter. The names are submitted to
a committee, which is made up of
people at PPO&M.
The
committee reviews all the
applicants' names and they are
chosen on a point system."
The program which was put into
effect last January has been
running for the past year.
A person is chosen on the basis
of several different categories,"
said Harris.
"Some of the
,categories are: why was this
person's name submitted, why do
they deserve to be a VIP, their
long-term record and their
attendance record."
Anyone can submit a person's
name.
"Some of the reasons why a
person can be chosen is for such
things as lifesaving, and energysaving ideas that they may have
come up with," Harris said.
In all, there have been 14
monthly winners. Each of these
people have done things for which
they deserve recognition," said
Harris.

The sVIP of this month has not
been .announced as of yet.
The winner for the VIP of 1979
was Linda Wood.
"Wood was given the award
because she saved a person's life
last year," Harris said. "Wood was
driving in her car with her son
when they spotted an overturned
snowmobile. A man was pinned
under it.
Wood lifted the
snowmobile from him and freed
the man. He was uninjured but he
could have died if Wood had not
stopped to help him."
Each monthly winner receives
an 8 by IO portrait taken by a
professional photographer, said
Harris. "They also receive free
coffee and donuts from the coffee
wagon and dinner for two at
'Hannon's (saloon in Dover),
complimentary of Bart Foster,"
Harris said.
The VIP of the year wins a
weekend at the Covered Bridge
Motel in Jackson, N.H. They also
receive dinner for two at the Red
Jacket, the New Yankee Chef, and
the Tuckerman Inn, located in the
White Mountains region. They
also go on a cruise for two on the
Viking Queen and receive free
tickets to the Alpine Slide and
Theatre By the Sea. Free tennis
lessons are given by Jack Frost of

PP~&M, page 12

Pre-registration set
Pte-registration for all health administration and pla·nning
prog~4m majors will ·be held from 4 to 6 p.m. in the Se1 ,ate-

M_errfmack Room of the Memorial Union Building.
Those who can't attend should contact health administration ar.,d
planning program (862-2733) for an appointment with an advisor.

The weather
Today's forecast calls for scattered showers with high
temperatures ~et~een 48 and 55 degrees, accordingto the National
Weather Service m Concord.
Tonight, temperatures will drop to between 40 and 45 degrees.
Tomorrow will be rainy with high temperatures near 50 degrees.

•

Folkshhad a hothouse of a ti~e in the UNli Greenhouses Friday and Saturday
' during the
gree~ ouses' open hou~e.,(Chris Hart photo)
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Curriculum study
sought by Senate
By Dennis Cauchon
The Academic Senate's
Calendar and Curriculum
Committee has recommended an
ad hoc committee be formed to
study the entire University
curriculum.
The committee, which was
authorized two years ago, but
never created, will be formed this
semester and begin work next fall.
A survey of faculty members
which found widespread
dissatisfaction with the current
University curriculum wa::.
responsible for the recommendali on,

aC<.;Ol uiug

lo .

Engli3h

Professor Thomas Carnicelli, a
Calendar and Curriculum
Committee member.
There was not, however, widespread agreement on how the curriculum should be chan~ed, Carnicelli said at the Senate meeting
yesterday, but the general feeling
was that it should be tightened.
Carnicelli said there was a
strong consensus among the
faculty on several items, mdudmg
increased emphasis on courses
which stress analytical and critical
thinking. The faculty thought this
area was being "least well met at
UNH," according to Carnicelli.
Also, faculty think a writing
,·ourse within each program, in
addition to English 40 l, should be
added. This should be coupled
with ways of improving remedial
reading and writing skills, he said.
A required course in basic math
and in world history was another
improvement on which most
professors in the survey agreed.
Carnicelli said there had been a .
"tremendous and thoughtful"
response to the survey, with threequarters of all departments
responding and about 70 percent
of those favoring action on the
curriculum.
In other Senate action
yesterday, the Senate did not act
on anything. According to Senate
rules, a motion must be presented
at the meeting before it is acted
upon. Nothing was presented at
the last meeting.
A rule which allows students

who are returning to UNH after an
absence of at least five ye~rs to
retain credits in all courses in
which they received a C- or better
was one of several proposals
introduced for action at the next
meeting.
This "educational reprieve•· will
only. be allowed in certain cases, ·
according to the proposal, and will
be noted as a reprieve on the
student's transcript.
The old grades, although still on
.the record, will not be used in cal;culating the returned student's
grade point average.
It hos also boon recommended

by the Academic Standards Committee that professors no longer be .
informed when their class consists
l O percent or more of pass/ fail students.
A problem developed,
according to History Professor
Hans Heilbronner, when
professors in small classes were
informed that at least IO percent of
their class was taking a course
pass/ fail. He said this often made
it easy for a professor to determine
who was taking their course
pass/fail.
The proposed rule _would make
the information availab-le to professors from the registrars office
upon request.
A new • proposal to bring the
Senate bylaws into line with the
new grievance procedure was also
proposed by the judiciary committee.
The new grievance procedure
adopted by the Faculty Caucus did
not include faculty against faculty
grievances within the purview of
the Professional Standards
Committee.
At its next meeting, the Senate
will have the choice of dropping
faculty against faculty grievances
or retaining them by order of the
Academic Senate.
Most faculty against faculty
grievances are appropriately
redressed in the courts, said VicePresident of Academic Affairs
Gordon Haaland. These
grievances tend to be slander or
libel, he said.

English Professor Thomas Carnicelli spoke io the Academic Senate yesterday about a survey of
faculty members on possible changes in the curriculum. ( Chris Hart photo)

Feminist Schaef speaks

White male system a myth
By Lori Holmes
Noted feminist-therapist Anne
Wilson Schaef lectured on malefemale relations, function, and
change last night as part of LivingLoving week.
·
Speaking to about 50 people in
the Memorial UnioneBuilding's
cafeteria, Schaef explained the two
sex systems and how they differ.
One system is white male which
holds the power and develops the
system, Schaefsaid: "They are the
most privileged," she said.
The female system is inside the
white male system, Schaef added.
Schaef compared the white male
system to pollution. "If you live in
pollution all the time you don't see
it," she said.
Unless you leave the white male
system, you think that's the way
the world is,' Schaef said.
In the big, white male system
there are other systems, racial

systems and sex systems. But white
male does not fit into the other
systems, she said.
Four major myths about the
white male systems were listed by
Schaef.

The only thing that exists in
society is the white male system
was the first myth, Schaef said.
"Reality is equated with the
white male system," she said.

SCHAEF, page 14

Through self-help program

Forest Park saves energy
By Susan Stanley
Forest Park tenants concerned
with energy conservation climbed
through two-by-three foot closets
and porch hatchways to install
almost 28,000 square feet of
fiberglass insulation under the
roofs of phase I apartments last
month.
The approximately 20 tenants,
along with ten fraternity brothers,
spent three weekends in March
putting six inches of new
insulation on top of the old, rain
soaked layer, contributing to a
projected 20 percent savings a year
on Forest Park heating energy
costs.
.
And the self-help project is
reflected in the $35 rent increase
effective in July-an increase of ten

dollars less than the earlier
anticipated $45 rent hike.
An energy audit by the
Thompson School in February
revealed less than three inches of
25-year-old wet insulation beneath
the roofs.
·
In the summer of 1979 the leaky
. roofs were repaired at a cost of
$1,~00.
Angry tenants determined to
take control of the threat of rising
oil costs and the substantial
increase in monthly rent initiated
the insulating project.
The new insulation arrived in an
18 wheel truck on a Monday and
on the following Saturday the firs\
volunteers, wearing protective
masks over their noses and
mouths, began the installation.

Fire station sites
narrowed to two
The Fire Station Study Committee has narrowed the possible sites
for thenew Fire Station to two, according to Chairman Allan
Waterfield, Jr.
Waterfield said th(i Committee met Friday with the University
. Master Planner to determine what action should be taken about the
proposed sites.
"We"re at the stage now," Waterfield said, "where we're
proceeding to study two sites quite carefully. They're both off Mill
Road; one near the Shop and Save and the other is out near the
electrical sub-station near the Oyster River."
The Committee has made no committments Waterfield said, and
it will now be the Committee's task to determine the advantages of
the sites.
"We may find them both inadequate or both adequate,"
Waterfield said. "We have made no decisions at this time."

"The tenants' committee was the
core of the project," said Roseann
Robillard, Forest Park. manager.
Clayton Olgivie, described by
Robillard as "very much of an
activist," met with a technical
assistant in the University self-help
energy program. He learned how
to install the insulation and
brought his knowledge back to
Forest Park.
Olgivie, a newly elected tenants'
committee member, also helped to
coordinate the actual installation,
an effort which Robillard said was
frustrating.
"People suddenly had to go
away on the weekends we were
planning to put in the insulation,"
commented Robillard. "Or they
did not want to have anything to
do with the fiberglass."
Elaine Smith, another new
member of the tenants' committee,
volunteered to take care of
children while parents pitched in to
help.
The volunteers worked from 8
a.m. until 5 p.m. the first Saturday
and from 8 a.m. until 3 p.m. on
. Sundays. And by the time they
finished two weekends later, with
itching skin and red eyes, they had
fully insulated the roofs of 16
buildings, involving a total of 98
apartments.
Robillard said the project would
not have been possible without the
University.
The purchasing department of
PPO&M bid for the insulation and
got it, at l 8 cents a foot.

ENERGY, page 4

Anne Wilson Schaef dispelled the myth of white male reality in
a speech in the MUB last night. ( Chris Hart photo)

Registration begun
for 6.2 mile race
By Li_nda Burkhardt
Registration has begun for
Stuart Shaines' third annual foot
race to be held April 27 at 10:30
a.m.
Anyone may enter by filling out
the entry form available at Stuart
Shaines for a fee of two dollars.
For a fee of six dollars,
participants receive a race t-shirt.
Participants must register by 10
a.m. the day of the race.
The race will cover a 6.2 mile
area starting at the Pettee Brook
Lane parking lot, heading to Lee·
along 155,A Mast Road , and
stretching down Mill Road
towards the finishing point in the
Alexander Hall parking lot.
Water stations will be set up
along the route and at the finish
sponsored by Burger King.
There are three entrance
divisions: men's 40 years of age and
under, men's masters for those

over 40, and women's division
ope11. to all ages.
There is only one women's .
division because in the past, not '
enough women in the 40 and over
age participated, according to
Richard Many, manager of Stuart
Shaines in Durham, and race
director.
·
First prize is a pair of running
shoes, second prize is an Adidas .
shirt and short set, and third prize
is running shorts.
In past years the money
collected from participants was
donated to a cause. However,
Stuart Shaines lost money. This
year, the money collected will pay
for the race.
Stuart Shaines will probably
break even, according to Many.
~'It's a lot of work, but at the end
of the day it's really worth it,"
Many said.

PAGE'.FQUR

apartments from I SO degrees to
needed equipment. Residential
120 degrees.
Life provided the truck to haul ~he
And PPO&M lowered the
insulation
from
the
service
-continued from page 3
temperature of the steam lin~s
building to the apartments.
servicing phase I, resulting in
- The service building adjacent to
Forest Park has already saved
less dramatic but significa·nt
'the Forest Park office provided $1000 in February energy costs by
savings.
·storage space for the insulittion, lowering the temperature of the
Robillard said there are more
and the service department offered hot water heaters in phase II . energy
conservation methods
being planned, such as mandatory
~ , . g . , q -.~ ~ < . Q ' > ~ ' < > - , . q - . ~•..q-.c.,?>t.Q-.<.Q'>·..Q->..q-.,q.,~ installation, by tenants, of storm
~
'j windows and doors by October
~
§ first of every year.
.
~
·., Robillard mentioned a possible
$10 fine per month for·
§ ., .
.
§ noncompliance.
. .
§
R_obillard is also thinkmg of
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Greenhouse
continued from page 2 .
gauging by the number of forks
distributed.
"Nutrition At Work," a
program co-sponsored by
Thompson School and the School
for Life Long Learning, is aimed at
making adults and children aware
of nutrition.
"Today we're just trying to
educate people to better ways of
cooking and serving vegetables,
and their importance in a good
diet," Dawson said.
Phi Upsilon Omicron, the home
economics honor society, is also
interested in nutrition education.
I ·
,/'~~f,~~r;wi l~9,(\~~ro.~,~·1•,t.1.~J;~~e•i
Lcingevm, tue group so a mor
than . SO pounds of tabouli, a
l ehane-i:e

~

§

&

{

.

holding apartment temperatures
down to a maximun 68 degrees
with locks on the thermostats. But
first the thermostats would have to
be calibrated . .
Tenants will also be respons_ible
for putting weather stripping and
caulking around the metal faced
windows in their apartments.
Robillard said the most
signifi.cant t~ing about th.e
insulating proJect was that 1t
showed tha~ the tena_nts cared
enough to do somethmg about
rising energy. costs. ·
.
:•~t ,, show_ed rea~ commumty
spmt, Robillard said.

. 4hr Ol!4:i·J"2>Y?>c,h-•,D:,s-O:?Y2:?0b•-O?Y2:>t.Q':t.Q'l<Q•<Q>~<.Q"l<b><.Q->~j

wheat

salad

Life Science and Agriculture

CAREER DAV

Daily Specials for April include ...
Stuffed Sole wlnewbu.rg sauee
Meatloaf w /beef gravy
.
Broiled Mushroom & Cheese Sandwich
w I cup of soup
Chicken Pie en Casserole
All include small beverage

2_

Ballard St. Durham

of

exceptionally high nutrit_ion~l
value. "A lot of men were trymg 1t,
which amazed me because men
aren't supposed to like salads and
try new things," Langevin said.
"We want to show people that
you can eat well and still get
healthy benefits," said President
Naomi Thaler.
All that green in one place
seemed to bring out the "spring
fever" in a lot of visitors. "I can't
wait to plant my garden," sighed
one woman as she gazed at all the
exhibits, brightly tinged with
begonias and coleus.
-Whether it- was •finding outwhat
kinds of things they could .plant in
their soil, how to prevent plant
diseases how to prepare their
vegetabies once they're grown,
buying plants, learnin~ that
carnations grow up to five feet
high, or simply wandering throug~
the .. Tropical Conservatory,
breathing in the jungle smells,
everyone at the Greenhouse Open
House found something to capture
· their attention.
In the words of David Koch~
· "It's more than just greenhouses."

Friday April 11, 1980
10 a.m.-4 p.ffl.
John S. Elliott Alumin Center
10:00-12:00 Panel of representative
1:30-4:00·Representatives will be
to speak to students on an
individual basis
Sponsored by Alpha Zeta, Honor Fraternity
for the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture in cooperation with the
Alumni Association.

/PMGE'FIV!

Borner
continued from page 1
the- reasons Borner decided to get
all the various elements involved in
hazardous waste disposal together.
"I did what they said ·couldn't be
done, and that is I hustled money
from industry in order to finance
the conference." In addition
Borner said he spent $5700 of his
own money in order to "get people
together."
Borner said there are 11 sites in
New Hampshire posing significant
problems to the environment. The
major problem ~hich hampers
Borner and others' elforts ·is the
astronomical amounts ·ot money
needed for developing a solution.
Borner said two hazardous waste
disposal sites in Raymond and
Nashua could cost in excess of a
million dollars.
Borner cited other problems in
New Hnmp~hiae ~tuu;(;u1i11g tJ1(;

disposal of hazerdous waste
illegally. In Epping there have been
problems concerning the storage
of barrels containing hazardous
wastes which instead should be
placed in a secure disposal site.
Borner also said unequivocably
that the Mafia is involved in New
England being a popular illegal
dumping area. Borner said a
hypothetical situation illustrates
Mafia involvement accurately.
"Take a pharmaceutical plant
which has one firm that handles its
waste disposal. There are billions
of dollars involved in waste
disposal considering there may .be
some four hundred thousand
barrels at two hundred fifty dollars
each," he said. "The people
handling these transactions are
usually line foremen who are
offered cheaper rates to let their
truck drivers handle the disposal.
The drivers which show a phoney
manifest drive through New
Hampshire and Maine uhtil they
find some place to dump the
barrels."
· Drivers are making $2000 a

nine-hour run, and there are a lot viable solution.
of businessmen and politicians
. "This would ensure proper
who have been bought off in the disposal in secure . facilities,"
Borner said. "The bill would make
pr~ess, according to Borner.
Borner said he realizes the need it mandatory to track wastes from
for some type of interim solution where it ~as made to its final
and , said one possibility was • rave."
the method ·m -which tiny insects
eat the dangerous toxics.
"Microbial Uegradation is a
new w~ste dfsposal system which
proliferates bugs that eat highly
toxic wastes." he said.
The Resource Conservation and
Recovery Act awaiting confirmation in Congress is one example of
the pr_ogress being made for a

Keep

RedC~
~ady.

SPRING SHOE SALE
Selected Spaulding, Puma,
Converse, Tretorn, Beta
½ to 40 percent off

T-shirts for dorms, teams, etc.
Plenty in stock .~ - . ,~--,,
Quick delivery on lettering
Louise's Sport Shop
Durham Shopping Center
APRIL 8 THRU APRIL 12

Durham Shopping Center
Durham, N.H.
UTILITY. Four shelves.
• 60" high, . 22" wide, 1O"
deep. White.

H

I

I1m

20o/o OFF
•
•
•
•

Orange Slices
Spearmint Leaves
Licorice
Asst. Fruit Jells

SWISS FARMS
7 Pounds
Potting Soil

ssc

PAINT
BfrUSHES
1" to 3"
Package of 2
VISA

TUESDAY, April I
LANGUAGE WEEK AT MARSTON HOUSE: Many slide
shows, movies, dinners, and other programs to be presented
during Open House. Interesting for all. Come and see what
living in Marston House is like. Continues through Friday,
Ai>ril 11.
DISTINGUISHED VISITORS PROGRAM: Featuring
Daniel J. Callahan, director of the Institute for Social Ethics
and Life Sciences, and former editor of "Commonweal"
magazine. Public lecture from 12:30-2 p.m., Murkland 110.
Mr. Callahan will be on campus through Wednesday, April
9. For more information about events conducted by him,
please call WSBE, 862-1982. the program is organized by
the UNH Department of Philosophy and WSBE, and funded
by the Class of 1954 Endowed Fund for Academic Enrich.
ment.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Bowdoin, Memorial Field, 3 p.m.
LIVING/LOVING: Workshop on "Body Language."
Facilitator: Anne Dubois, Director of Human Sexuality
Center, Hood House. Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 4-5
p.m.
FILM SHOWING OF GOETHE'S DRAMA "FAUST:" The
filmed version of the play produced by Gustav Grundgens
at the Deutsches Schauspielhaus in Hamburg and repeated
at the City Center in New York. Daggett Forum Room,
Dimond Library, 6 p.m. Admission 50 cents. Sponsored by
the German Film Series and the Humanities Program. (133
··
min., in color and in German.)
LIVING/LOVING: Panel discussion on "Domestic Viden:e."
Featuring staff members from "A Safe Place," ·and the
Strafford County Task Force on Domestic Violence. Strafford Room, Memorial Union, 7 p.m.
STVN. PROGRAM. -"Yes-Songs in Stereo." Memorial
Union TV Lounge, 9 p.m. Free admission. Shown again on
.
Wednesday, April 9.

WEDNESDAY, Aprll f
LIVING/LOVING: Presentation and open discussion on
"Gay: Myth and Facts." Discussion of issues surrounding
the gay woman in our culture and at our institution.
Facilitator: Dr. Kathy Speare, Counseling and Testing Center. Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 11 a.m.-12 noon.
COMMUTER TRANSFER CENTER LUNCH SERIES AND
LIVING/LOVING PRESENT: "What is Essential is Invisible
to the Eye," a videotape of Leo Buscaglia speaking about
loving. Belknap Room, Memorial Union, 12 noon.
LIVING/LOVING: Panel discussion "Power and Communication Between- Men and Women." Facilitator: Pat
Fleming, Theater and Communication. Belknap Room,
Memorial Union, 1:30-3 p.m.
SLIDE SHOW AND LECTURE ON NORTHERN SPAIN:
Conducted in Spanish by senior Spanish major, Marie
Gillett. Murkland 209, at 3:30 p.m.
EARTH SCIENCES COLLOQUIUM: "The Effect of
Skeletal Structure on the Preservation of Sileceous
Skeletons: . Methods for Structure Determination and
Predictive Dissolution Models Incorporating These Structures," Dr. D. Hurd, WHOI. James Hall, Room 119, from 45 p.m.
LIVING/LOVING: Workshop "Getting Together." An exploration of our stereotypic roles and their limitations on
our ability to get close. Facilitators: Ken Sole, National
Testing Labs, and Barbara Brockelman, Human Relations
· Consultant and Therapist. Belknap Room, Memorial
Union, 4-6 p.m. Limited free tickets available at the MUB
Ticket Office.

THURSDAY, Aprll 10

All Metal Utility
Cabinets In Stock ·
BAGGED CANDY

Can1pus Calendar

2 FOR 1°0

SHOPPING IS EASY AT WELLWOOD

-

MEN'S BASEBALL: Northeastern, Brackett Field, i p.m.
Double-header.
PERSPECTIVES ON SOCIOBIOLOGY: A discussion with
Professor Walter Buckley, Sociology and Anthropology;
Professor Val Dusek, Department of Philosophy; and
Professor James Taylor, Department of Zoology. Daggett
Forum Room, Dimond Library, 3-5 · p.m. Sponsored by
AAUP, UNH Chapter.
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: Connecticut, Memorial Field, 3:30
p.m.
, MUSO FILM SERIES: Double feature: "Play It Again,
Sam," and "Casablanca." Strafford Room, Memorial
Union. One showing only at 7 p.m. Admission $1 .or MUSO
Film Pass.
DISCUSSION: "Law School: The First Year." A discussion
by UNH grads currently attending law school at University
of Maine, Franklin Pierce, Suffolk Law, and Western New
England. Hamilton Smith Hall, Room 18, at 8 p.m.
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is published and distributed semiweekly throughout the academic year. Our offices are located in Room J5I
of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Business
office hours:Tuesday1nd Thursday I-3PM, Wednesday and Friday 9AM2PM. Academic y ear subscription: $9.00. Third class postage paid at
Durham, NH 03824. Advertisers should check their ads the first day. The
New Hampshire will in no case be responsible for typographical or other
errors, but will reprint that part of an advertisement in which a
typographical error appears, if notified immediately. POSTMASTER:
send address changes to The New Hampshire,Room 151 MUB, UNH,
Durham, NH 03824. 11,000 copies per issue printed at Courier Publishing
·
Co.,Rochester, NH.
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Notices

GENERAL

..

ter. Focus wilf be on relaxation techniques, communication skills and self awareness.
DEUTSCHE KAFFESTUNDE: Held every Wednesday
3-4 p.m. in Murkland, room 9. If you like to speak German-please come I
GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUP: Sponsored by the
Counseling and Testing -Center.. Held on Wednesday
evenings at 7:00 p.m. in Schofield Hoqse. Group
discussions, topics relating to gay men and referrals.
TAVOLA ITALIANA: The Italian Luncheon will be held
each Wednesday at 12 noon in Murkland 101. All those in
the campus community who wish to develop or sharpen
their language skills are invited to attend.
·

EXHIBITION OF STUDENT PHOTOGRAPHS: "The
Manipulated Image,'·' an exhibition of student
photographs, is on display in the exhibition corridor of
Hewitt Hall on the campus of the University of New
}!am~ tllroQgh May 3. 'l'lle wor~show a variety of
approaches to the photolll"aohic print. Hours for the
show, which is part of a series sponsored by the Department of the Arts, are from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday
through Friday.
COMMUNICATIONS DISORDERS SUMMER CLINIC:
· The Communications Disorders Clinic at UNH will be
conducting an intensive G,-week summer ~peech ani:l
CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
language clinic from June 26th through August 8th. The
price for the entire &-week session is $30. If your child is
currently enrolled in a ~ h theraov pro~am. we will
LI'M'LE ROYAL WORKSHOPS: Sponsored by the
follow the recommenda(ions made by his/ her spe,th
Animal Industry Club. Clean-up of Putnam Pavillion
therapist, if not currently enrolled in a speech therapy
will be on Saturday, April 12 from 9 - 12 noon. Workshops
program, we will conduct an evaluation. Please caµ if
will be at the following times: Horse - Wednesday, April
youhaveanyquestions: Yvonne Newport (2-2110). ·
9 at 4: 30 p.m. - Putnam Pavillion. Dairy - Monday, April
HYPNOSIS DEMONSTRATION: Sponsored by Sackett
14at5:00p.m. -Putnam Pavillion. Livestock-Saturday,
House Mini drm 7. To be held Wednesday, April 9 at 8:30
April 12 at 1 :00 p.m. at Burley-Demerrit Farm. Meet in
p.m. in Sackett House Mini dorm 7. Admission is free so
Nesmith Lot for a ride.
·
come and participate or just watch.
AZ GENERAL MEETING: Alpha Zeta will hofd a
·
CAFE FRANCAIS: A weekly French coffee hour will be . general meeting on Tuesday, April 8 in Kendall 202 at
held on Wednesdays from 3-4 p.m. in Murkland 101. All
7:30 p.m. Election of officers and final preparations will
be made for career Du. It is important thAt P.vPeyan«>
French-s~g studen~\.. faculty members and staff
are invited to attend. The weme of the April 9 gathering
be there.
·
.
will be "Jes regions de France-I."
PREVETERINARY CLUB MEETING: To be held
BLOCK PARTY: Sponsored _by TI<E Fraternity. To be
Wednesday, April 9th in Kendall 202 at 7:30 p.m. Sign up
held Friday, April 11 from 4 p.m. to 1 a.m. Admission is
and information for April 12th club field trip to Franklin
$1. The first Block Party of the year is at TI<E. You must
1.oo Hospital and Bos. Mounted Police-Barns. All in- ,
get tickets ahead of time from brothers or ~t the TICE
terested persons welcome. Space limited.
house. ID's will be required.
.
UNH HORSEMAN'S CLUB MEETING: To be held
PREVIEW OF NEW HAMPSHIRE TV AUCTION: A
Wednesday. April 9 in Kendall 212 at 7:30 p.m. Mrs.
preview exhibition of antiques, art, and crafts donated
Briggs will speak about the UNH Horse trials. The Wentto the New Hampshire TV Auction will be at the New
worth Dressage show and o_ther upcoming events will
England Center April 20 through May 5. The New
be discussed.
England Center and the New Hampshire Art Association
LEADERSHIP TRAINING CLASS: Sponsored by
invite you to the opening reception Sunday, April 20
campus Crusade for Christ. The meeting will ·be· held
from 3 to 6 p.m. Preview bids will be accepted until 5
Tuesday, April 8 in Hamilton-Smith 218 at 7:00 p.m.
p.m., Monday, May 5. The seventh annual auction will
Fellowship and training in four areas of the Christian's
be broadcast May 11-17 to benefit New Hampshire
life will be featured. All are welcome.
Public Television.
CAREER
SPRING COUNSELING CONFERENCE: Sponsored by
graduate counseling students. To be held Saturday,
April 12 from 8:30 - 5 p.m. at the John S. Elliott Alumni
SUMMER JOB INFORMATION: To be held in career
Center. Admission is $15 for students and $20 for
Planning, 203 Huddleston on Wednesday, April 9 at 6:30
professionals. The keynote address will be given by
p.m. This will be an information session on how to find
George I. Brown, University of California; eleven counand apply for summer jobs. The session will feature lecseling workshops will be held. Admission includes New
ture, questions, and answers.
England Center Luncheon. For more information stop
INTERVI~WF;R COMMENTS.REVIEW: To be held in
by Morrill 109 or call 862-1730.
career Planning, 203 Huddleston on Thursday, April 10
SO'S DANCE: Sponsored by St. Thomas More Core
from 2:30- 4:30 p.m. Students may learn of how they are
Group. To be held Friday, Aprill 11 in the catboUc
coming across during their on-camous interviews.
Student Center from 8-12 p.m. The dance will feature a
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: To be held Thurspro D.J. Costumes are not required, free food and
day, April 10 in the-Forum Room of the Library at 6:30
beverage for all. Admission $2 per person.
p.m. The session will feature lecture and discussion
~ MANAGEMENT GROUP: Sponsored by the
devoted to written job-getting communication
Counseling and Testing Center. To be held on Thursdays
techniques: resumes, covt!rletter, etc.
from 12:30- 2:30 p.m. in the Counselin and Testin Cen-
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·Daily lunceon and
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CATNIP
PUB -
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dinner specials

•

•

Daily "Happy Hours"
Mon-F_ri. 4-7:00p.m.
Sat.12-7:00p.m.
· ( Closed Sunday)
and
Live Entertainment
Wed.-Sat. Evenings
9:00 p.m.-closing

••e
•
•
•
•
•
:

All this only at the Catnip Pub! :
43 Main St. Durham
868-9691

•

:•
:
i The Cat~ip Pub i
e

8

······-·············· Have a regular checkup.
It can save your life.

I

American Cancer Society.*

Thursday~ April 10
7-9 p.m.
'

:

Famours Chicago-style pizza

with
ulie Cooper of Maximus Advertising, Exeter
Stuart Shaines of Stuart Shaines 91othing,
Dover, Durham and Portsmouth

.

J.Jick up applic~tions in Rm. 10 MUB
Applications must be returned by Fri.
April 11

Wefeature...

SMALL
BUSINESS
FORUM

N■l-■rll

: PROGRAMMING ·
MANAGER
: NEWS DIRECTOR
: ADVERTLSING
MANAGER
:TECHNICAL
D~RECTOR

:

Pi Chi Theta presents:

is now accepting applications
- '
for the following positions:
.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••
•
•

'

Carroll-Belknap Room# MU
They'll answer your questions about
star.ting and operating your own small
-business!

#

I

It.
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· Career Cuts
for the business world

Bl
Billi
Like almost

BELL BICYCLE HELMET

2 million people,
Jennifer
Bravoco is living
proof your con- ·
tributions count.
Please support
our efforts.

men's and ladies styling

·10 percent off through April 10
1
•

i

Durham Bike
19 Jenkins Ct.
Durham
868-5634

Hours: Mon.- Sat.
9-5 _

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:00-5:30
Th and Fri. eve til 7:00

29MainSt.

Durham, N.H. ·

American
Cancer Society

CHECKo/

C
0

April 7 -14
PISTACHIO'S

U"

./It's brand n,w
Make your own Sundae with
assorted toppings 55¢
Tues, Wed & Thurs only

N
T
D
0

CAT'S CLOSET

✓--------------

• This coupon entitles the bearer I
I to 10%discount on anyclothingl
I purchased at Cat's Closet-MUB I
I
I Good until April 15, 1980

., .
i
I

I

'

--------------

CAFETERIA
✓ MUBGrub

Baseball's Back - April 10
Music Day - April 14
✓Continental Breakfasts
Coffee, donut & juice, 50¢
2 scrambled eggs, toast &
juice, 75¢
Box of cereal & milk, 40¢
✓Coffee & Tea, 20¢ with vour own cup
✓ Daily Breakfast Specials, $1.25

~w
,~ N

TICKET OFFICE
✓ countdown 1984-Apr 9

"'Caucasian Chalk Circle - Apr 22 - 26
~Chuck Mangione - April 23
"Music Scholarship Concert - Apr 30

PUB

✓ D.J.

Rick Bean with music for
dancing: Famous people night be-somebody - Thurs, April 1O
✓ D.J. Rick Bean with "Oldies" Celebrate Baseball - Take me
out to the Pub - Sun, April 13

Fiction or Reality?
-USO Presents
-·
-·

Lecturer -TED HOWARD

WEDNESDAY APRIL 9, 1980
8: _00 p.m. Granite State Room MUB
students $1.00 non-students $3.00

Tickets a .- .eat MUB ticK:et office and at door.
Author of these Bestselling Books on the Future:
"Who Should Play God?", "Entropy: A New World View.", "The North Will Rise Again" ~nd
Look for them at your lo"cal bookstore.
"The Emerging Order."

1
9
8
4
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----editoria l---Whither women at UNH?
Women continue to remain unequal partners
in the University's academic mission.
According to a recent report on the status of
·
women at UNH little has changed since the early
1970s:
--The percentage of faculty positions held by
women has increased by only 2.6 percent since
1973.
--The University employs three full women
professors. There~ 138 full male professors.
--And 116 of those male professors get paid
more than the top-salaried woman.
But it's not · just in hiring practices that
campus sexism is apparent Many male students

foster antediluvian attitudes about women that
went out of style with whalebone corsets and
hi.ding in the outhouse to smoke cigarettes.
Untrue? Watch women cross the street to
avoid walking by the leering and jeering boys
who hang out on the ATO wall. Or check out the
isogynistic graffiti scrawled on moSt men's
room walls.
At best, this campus suffers from an arrogant
Puritan indifference to women, and a oh-whydid-we-let-them-into-the-colleges • attitude at
worst
There are steps being made in the right
direction. LastanalumnusmadeaSlOO,000gift

to the · University so a top visiting woman
professor could be hired to act as a positive role
model in the University community. And three of
the seven finalists for the UNH presidency are
women.
These actions are good and positive, but they
still remain largely symbolic.
Steps must be made to attract.qualified women
professors to the University. And once they are
here they and other women faculty members
must be treated with more than condescension.
And as far as male students' attitudes towards
women students, that, unfortunately, is a
til th·18
't
bl · th t
country
pro em a won go away un
has undergone a full-fledged cultural revolution.

------letters====::_-_-_:-_-_
Tho quoto oontinucd: "11.Juu'l Lllink

WUNH
To .the Editor:
, Flipping through the New
,Hampshire Friday night to relieve
some academic tension while working
on a Statistics and Methodology
assignment on survey sampling, I came
across the article covering the WUNH
radio station entitled "Ever been
assaulted.by Zeppelin in the a.m.?"and
curious, began reading.
After a fcw lines and quotes of some
of the station's DJ's, it soon became
apparent to me that there was
dissension at the station: And what
was the cause of this dissension, I asked
myself. The answer came quickly-the
programming.
"We don't play enough rock and
roll," says assistant program director,
.
Russ Dumont.
OK. I agree with you there, Russ.
But, you're only the assistant program
director. I don't want to make it seem
like your job is menial or anything, ·but
you do have a b,oss. Again,. the answer
came quickly enough. Bill Grant,
WUNH's "deeply religious" program
director is the man in question.
Fair enough, I have nothing against
anybody's religious convictions as long
as my rights aren't infringed upon. But
wait, I read that Grant says, "Everyday,
I'm getting more and more
evangelical." I've run into these kind
before, I say to myself, but 111 give him
a chance.
As I read further, another . quote
stands out from the artic;:le, "In the past
we've had the distinction of being a
basic hard rock and roll station and
that's ridiculous," Grant says.
What's so ridiculous
Ridiculous?
about playing rock and roll-hard at
that?
If the purpose of the station is to
"entertain and inform," then I don't
know what Bill Grant is talking about.
Who does he want to entertain, a
convalescent home? College students,
at least a significant number to say the
least, have been brought up on rock
.and roll music.

we should be caterin.1,t to a cult." A cult?
What does Bill mean by a cult?
·webster's New Collegiate U1ct1onary
defines a cult as "a great devotion ·to a
person, idea, or thing; esp: such
devotion regarded as a literary or
intellectual fad." . Considering rock and
roll as a fad is one of the most absurd
ideas I've heard as of late.
What would Bill have said to Elvis
years ago at his prime, "I don't know,
Elvis. If I were you, I'd go for the big
bucks now while rock and roll is still up
there, it's gonna go any day now."
What would he say to the Rolling
Stones, multi-millionaires by now, or
any aspiring young talent?
The quote I was referring to
continues, "Those are the type of
people I don't want to have as friends
or listeners anyway." I don't know
about you, but that statement really
made .me wonder who we have in
charge here at UNH, and it really
incensed me to think that a program
director for a somewhat major radio
station would insult an audience who's
been listening to WUNH when it was
mainly a rock and roll station to begin
with.
Listening just now to WUNH, the
Friday night DJ came on between cuts
saying that a lot of requests had been
coming in for Led Zeppelin but that it
wasn't unusual.
The article says that WUNH took a
survey of it's listeners and it showed,
without stating the mode of the survey
or factual results from it, that listeners
in the morning are mostly female.
Grant professes that the survey
indicates the fact that women like soft
rock and oldies.
Is this so? To my knowledge the
survey was distributed in the beginning
of this academic year on a volunteer
In accord with any selfbasis.
respecting survey this is one of the
poorest methods available.
Who is going to answer it? Upper
classmen? Not very likely. They've
most likely heard the station and know
wh~t ~o expect from it. Male students?
What do you think? Freshman girls? I
think we're on the right track now.

the
new
-h~mpshire
l .

They-re new to the uri1vers1ty, they're
socially minded and they're the most
cooperative population that you are
going to find on a college campus.
Soon the "potential audience of one
million" will dwindle down to a handful
of evangelical, born-again Christians.
What will the next step be in the "Freewaves" -radio programming? Will the
Moonies institute a new program
Where will "our" radio
director?
station continue after Bill Grant gets
Michael Mcinnis
his way?

Lord Hall
To the Editor:
In answer to the question-what
should a college radio station be? In .
my position I see WUNH as having two
major responsibilities: as a public
radio station and as a University radio
station. Our responsibility to the
public is to provide professional,
educational radio programs. We have
a strong commitment to the
community we serve.
Our responsibility to the University
is to provide training and experience
for students and the community. We
fulfill our commitment to the
University through the training
program at WU.NH.
As far as power output is concerned,
WUNH is in the top five percent of all
college radio stations. Recently we
have made a commitment to increased
professionalism. I believe this is the
best way to serve the community and
University. Those students who desire
to continue disc jockeying after college
are gaining valuable experience, and
our standing with the community is
steadily improving.
In an organization as large as
WUNH, there is bound to be various
philosophies, which Dennis Cauchon
showed. There is also bound to be a
unity and brotherhood, which Dennis
seemed to miss.
One final comment. Laura Benson is
the major communication link at
WUNH. She puts in the most time at
the station and is responsible for
relaying messages between the
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I applaud their goals and wish them
every success in achieving the~ . .
John Graham

Disappointment

To the Editor:
I have been one of the fortunate
people that has had the opportunity to
work during the better part of my
college years in an area which puts me
in constant contact with a diversified
group of students.
While in my working capacity I have
met and had occasion to talk to people
Program Director ranging from bewildered freshmen to
smoked-out munchers. Even though I
WUNH-FM
believe that everyone is different and
has something worthwhile to share
with another I have found that there is
To the Editor:
As someone who has spent plenty of one group (some members excluded) in
time at WUNH, I found Dennis particular who has disturbed me and
Cauchon's article about the station to many of my co-workers to no end. I am
be fascinating. He certainly put his speaking of the football team.
Never before have I experienced so
finger on several of the problems that
face anyone trying to run a campus strongly a feeling that a stereotype is
radio station. · Nonetheless, certain true in most cases. Since I have seen
things he said or implied about the and spoken to them almost daily for the
people trying to run WUNH right now past four years I believe that I have
some knowledge of what I am saying.
should not go unchallen~ed.
Football season has proved to be the
I got the impression that Mr.
Cauchon believes the current station worst time of the year. Not only are
management is stifling free expression these people more arrogant than usual
and generally discouraging anyone but they try to take advantage of any
who participates in station activities opportunity they can find in order to
outdo the system. For those people,
·
from enjoying what they do.
Fact is, WUNH is open to all, be they such as myself, who are paid to uphold
leftist or rightist, hedonistic or deeply this system this is a continual
religious, interested in a broadcasting frustration. Is it necessary to ruin the
meal and manv times the good mood of
career, or just in it for fun. ,
But there ought to be rules. College . the people around y_ou?
I am not saying that they should not
radio is, by its very nature, something
like a team sport. If one person goofs be allowed to have fun and enjoy
off, it tends to cheapen what everyone themselves like an-yone else. I am just
trying to convey my disappointment in
else does.
I don't feel sorry for Marc Strauss. I · a group of · people that supposedly
imagine his show might still be on the represent UNH when they are off
air if he had not chosen guests who fighting the battles on different fields.
To those on the football team that
insisted on making their point with
four-letter words. Like it or not, the are not included in these descriptions,
U.S. Supreme Court has ~~de i_t cle~r (and you know who you are), thank
that broadcasting obscemttes 1s still you for realizing that each worker has
illegal, and I see no ~eafon t~ put ~he some responsibility for their job .
Mary Hill
license of the University s radio station
on the line for the benefit of a handful
who cannot express themselves
without using filthy language.
I also believe a case can be made for
the rule discouraging disc jockeys from
using their shows to discuss
controversial issues. As a listener I
tune in to shows like the late night rock
'n roll program seeking to be To the Editor:
entertained, not preached at. If a
We encourage all individuals who
student wants a soapbox, programm- advocate
a woman's right to choose,
ing arrangements can usually be made.
and who believe alternative health care
But I don't believe most listeners for
women by women is needed in the
appreciate getting a political harangue seacoast
area to show their support by
when they expect something else.
the public hearing on the
I know there are some who consider attending
need for abortion services.
"professionalism" a dirty word. To me
The hearing is slated for Wednesday,
it means taking pride in doing a good April
9, 4:30 p.m. at the Little Harbor
job, and I find nothing wrong with that. School,
Portsmouth.
WUNH's programming in no way
Your presence and support could
resembles that of WHEB or any other help
secure New Hampshire Feminist
local station. WUNH has always tried Health
Center's future and the
to reflect the tastes of those who fund it availability
of local feminist health
without becoming a carbon copy ~f services.
what's available elsewhere on the dial
Phyllis Palmer
If any student is dissatisfied, nothing
Task Fon:e on Health
stops that person from joining the
Marilla Ricker Chapter-NOW
station and trying to get changes made.
P.O. Box 873
I'm not saying everything the current
Dover, NH 03820
WUNH management does is right. But

Women

Buslne11 Manager
NewsEdHors

;.

Reporters

executive officers. She does her job
very well. Maybe that's why Dennis
got the impression that_she "is there to
·· ·
socialize."
WUNH is striving to provide the
community with a professional radio
station. Comparing a top forty station
like WHEB to WUNH makes no sense.
We have different styles and
objectives. I have been impressed with
the professional attitudes I have
encountered at the station · this
We are growing and
semester.
learning, and constantly attempting to
fulfill our responsibilities to the
community and the University of New
Bill Grant
Hampshire.

about letters
accepts all re~ponsible letters to the editor
_and prints them as spice allows, but cannot guarantee the in-•
·
clusion of any letter.
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500
words in order to be printed. All letters are subjected to minor~ · l
1
editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's.
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshire, Room 151,
_
Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824
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·seahroo k: Here we go again
So the Coalition for DirectAction is going
to take over and occupy the site of the
Seabrook nuclear power plant Memorial Day
Weekend.
If you believe that, then you probably
believe that the Soviets went into
Afghanistan to teach the tribesmen how to
make vodka. I'm against nuclear power, and
I don't believe it
Last October, the 'Coalition proved for the
umpteenth time t.lud. an unorganized mob ts
no match fora well-trained, well-armed, and
well-disciplined army (army meaning the
state police and National Guardsmen). And
mob was a petfect word to describe the
group of people who were trying to overtake
the plant. They had no central organization.
They had no real idea what was going on.
And instead ofhaving meetings to discuss
ways of how to get into the plant, they had
affinity group meetings to see which group
was more radical than the other, or which
group oppressed women more th~ the
other. It was pitiful, in a way, to see them
rush the fences and get clubbed, gassed or
sprayed with a fire hose, and then rim back.
It was also funny, in a way, reminding one of
the scene in Monty Python and the Holy
Grail when KingArthurshouts tohi$ragtag
misfits "runaway, runawAv." whenever the
going gets too tough.
Perhaps that's why the state police had
broad grins on their faces whenever they
repelled an assault on the fence.
But instead of learning from their
mistakes, the Cbalition is gqing to go ·
through the entire dreary cycle again this
May. One wonders if they are masochists or
living in Cloud-Cuckoo land, or both.
If the Coalition were really serious about
occupying the pl~t, ~ they had a strong

commitment to do what they said they
would do, then they would cut out the
bullshit of staging a weekend media event
and calling it a demonstration.
Because that's what the weekend last
October was, a media event The state police
and the guardsmen knew the plant wasn't
going to be occupied. The press knew, the
townspeopleofSeabrookk new,andeven the
demonstrators . knew. So they massaged
their egos by having pictures printed crosscountry of them getting their heads beaten
in, instead of achieving their goal, of
occupying the plant and stopping
construction.
But they won't change tactics. They're
going to do the same stupid thing again.
If they were serious about taking over the
plant, then they should:
--Keep the dates and times ofthe takeover
secret, and limit the number of people to
occupy to a hundred or so. Three thousand
people are nice to have around ~vhen the tear
gas flies, but they tend to be a bit
conspicuous.
--If they can keep the dates and times
secret ( which I doubt, since the state and
the power company have informants galore
in the anti-nuclear movement) then they
should strike in the middle of the night
during a normal work weekend. That way,
the only _police fun::es theyr have to meet are
hired security guards, armed only with
walkie-talkies.
--After taking over the plant, they should
announce that the gates are open to
everybody, and then let the three thousand
.
people or so come in.
But they won't do that To them, being
well-oraanized smacks too much of bein~
fascist So while their "implementators

(group leader is too fascist a word) are
having meetings about what constitutes an
oppressed person, the state will be shipping
in state police and guardsmen and tear gas
cannisters,just waiting with smiles on their
faces. And they hate secrecy when they go
after the plant They'd rather have the media
attention.
After failing last October to do what they
Rain they -were going to do, ineinbcre of the

group trotted out that old, worn-out phrase
"Well, the demonstration may have
of:
failed, but at least we made people aware."
Bullshit again. Aware of what?
Are the people of Seabrook more aware?
After years of demonstrations in the town
and of having the main streets blocked with
anti-nuclear activists, I'm sure the people
have made up their mind.
Are the residents ofNew Hampshire more
aware? After debate on CWIP and
evacuation plans and · of seeing
demonstrations: there's not much you can
dotomakethemawareabo utnuclearpower. ·
Are the people of the United States more
aware? After Three Mile Island, it's pretty
hard to find a person who hasn't formed
their own opinion.
What have the anti-nuclear demonstrations at Seabrook accomplished
anyway? Well, let's take the Seabrook
demonstration last fall. For trucking in all of
the state police and guardsmen, the state of
New Hampshire and Public Service
Company of New Hampshire was stuck
with a bill of over two hundred thousahd
dollars. And who pays the ·· bill event,ually? The people of New Hampshire.
But I'm sure the Hoston-based COalition
for Direct Action and all of the out-of-state
demonstrators who came could care less.
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5,000 negatives, 150 prints, & 24images
By Barbie Walsh

The

on a lawn chair in a bikini,, the
photograph is cropped at her
waist. Her identity is preserved but
her gender is exploited. A male
stands next to her. His lower torso
also confronts the viewer. The
zipper, the seams, and the creases
of his jeans vividly stand out. The
photograph is cropped slightly
below his belt. His left foot is
placed on the edge of the lawn
chair by the female's knees. The
male stands over the female. The
photograph suggests dominant/
passive roles.

image is blurred. The male's
face in the photograph is distorted.
Nose crinkled, eyes shut, his teeth
are clenched i-n frustration . The
·
background is black.
The photograph is a self-portrait
and part of photography exhibit
titled: "Sociality and Contact."
The photographer is Robert A.
Cardin.
Two and a half months, 5,000
negatives, and 150 prints later,
Cardin's final 24 images are on
exhibit in the Durham Room of
Cardin conceded the photothe Memorial Union Building.
Ajunior at UNH, "Sociality and graph appears sexist, dealing with
Contact" is Cardin's second pho- the model as a physical object. He
tography exhibit ... t,x1stences tn reauzea viewers may 1nu:cp1ta it l:I~ .
Realities," his first exhibit was chauvanistic, but with a smile, he
oresented in September. A native - said, "I'm not going to say
·
of Dover, Cardin is attending anything about that."
Sixteen photographs represent
UNH only (or a year·to fulfill his
Liberal Arts requirements. He Cardin's "Sociality" theme.
returns next fall to th~ Kansas City Arranged in a sequence, the photoArt Institute finishing his Bachelor graphs are not meant to be viewed
independently of each other. The
or Fine Arts in Photography.
"Sociality and Contact" images are meant to be shown in
protrays two themes. "Contact" context with each other."
That is their strength," said
entails eight photographs. Four of
·
the eight prints are contact sheets. Cardin.
Attempting to capture various
Cardin's objective was to take
pictures spontaneously, recording social environments, Cardin
uninhibited images. The four documented bar rooms, parties,
subjects he chose for his exhibit: discos, and Boston's Combat
self portraits, a friend sleeping, Zone. He experienced mixed
various parts of a female body, and emotions in each situation.
"I had to adjust to the
a bathroom scene, were shot in half
, .environment," Cardin said.
an hour or less.
A ·
.
The contact print containing 32 Depending on the location he · - -- •·- Robert Cardin stands beside himself. (Jonathan Blake photo).
negatives of Cardin's facial and would explain to his subjects what
body movements is disturbing. ]n he was doing, but while in the there," said Cardin. "But once I
several of the negatives his face is Combat Zone Cardin had to be explained my purpose and
twisted, blurred, appearing impersonal.
socialized with them a bit, I was
Photographing in the Combat accepted_."
surreal. His expressions convey
anger, frustration. Moving in front Zone, Cardin rarely raised the
The disco crowd did not accept
of a mirror for . three minutes, camera to his eye to shoot a
Cardin reacted spontaneously picture. Not wanting to be Cardin as a reality. "The A and H
capturing his frustrations on film. conspicuous, he took most of the people were very open. But _in the
"I've always used my camera to shots with a wide angle lens disco situation people were trying
release tension," said Cardin, shooting directly from the hip or to ignore the fact that I was there."
Bleary eyes, smiles that are
"And on that particular day I was chest.
Cardin spent a few evenings alcohol-induced, desolated faces,
feeling a lot of personal tension."
sponsored by MUSO will be interpreted does not
Another photograph in the shooting in the A and H Club, a hands gripping beers for comfort,
exhibited in the Durham Room Cardin. .. As long as
"Contact" theme depicts the lower bar on Main Street in Dover. The Cardin's "Sociality" photographs
until Wednesday afternoon. How affected causing them
half of a female's body. The image bar is old and soon to be tom express the decadence of alcohol.
or why his photographs are about society more," he
"Sociality and Contact"
boldly confronts the viewer. Lying down. "At first I was afraid to go in

fe at-u res,etc.
·concern·
they are
to think
said.
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·springtime withOu~····an
Spring means different things to people now
that they are older.
To the businessman, it mean~ a quarterly
report and a new umbrella for the rainy season.
To the university gatbage men, it means more
·empty beer bottles. To the professors, spring is a
time for more.quizzes, and for students, a time for
a few more F's on a few more quizzes.
Whatever happened to the universal meaning
of spring? Has it been buried under our.years ot
old age? Every passing spring seems to have one
.
more cloud in the sky.
_When you were a little kid, it was clear skies.
There were hardly any quizzes and no quarterly
reports. The Jolly Word Jumble in the Sunday
newspaper was the toughest assignment you
had all week. And nobody said to you, "Hey, tha,~
Jully Word Jumble is due fll"St thing on Monday.
Nope, there were no clouds in spring. Th?se
beer bottles that the garbage men back behmd
the college were cussing about would make great
slingshot targets, and boy, they make a neat
sound when a marble smashes them.
As a kid, the only time you would use an
umbrella was if you needed a patio for your tree
fort. An umbrella was a stupid thing to be
carrying around in the spring.
It was Dad's idea about being prepared for the
rain. But you were a dip if you listened to your
dad or if you carted around an umbrella.
Spring means different things to different
people when they are older. Butsprin~meantthe
same th.i ng to that same bunch of kids on your
.
block back then.
It meant getting you_r knees dirty: and
throwing your little sister m the wet ~eaf pile out back, and gettingtheneighborhoodkidstogether
for a game of softball, and second base is a pile of
dog shi~ h ome plate is dad's undetwear, and four
.
strikes and you're· out

U~brellqenishego~na:wup7'wrypo ursthebeer
out in the metal garbage can by his desk.
The only ~son you ~ere alive, the only
This spring, instead of drowning himself in
~aso_n you "n~ng around • was to have a"good
beer, Larry is drowning himself in
time m the spnng. :ourmother~ouldsay, Whl
,..
responsibilities.
don't you go outside and play? You w~>Uldn t
It all started when wry was a little kid ( which
stand around and argue or debate about it--you
he was at one point in his life.) His mother said
were off. But you always_ wondered why Y<?Ur
to him, "Lany, don't forget to put the milk away."
mother would rather do dishes than go outside
Larry forgot to put the milk away, and that
.
and play too.
Spring of '64, Larry got the spanking of his life
~ow when you ~ang around the house 1,~ the
because the milk went sour.
spnng after schools ou~ yourm?th~,r says, .Why
Sour milk was one thing. Stepping in shit was
don't you go out ~d look for a Job. The dishes
another. One spring later, Larry's mother bought
:
finally made_ her bitter.
him a new pair of sneakers. 'These are new
Okay. Alrigh_t SoI:Y. mom-lovers. ~?m _did
sneakers, wry. Do you hearme?Take good care
have some spnng spmt back i?en. Spnngtime
of these sneakers. Don't get them muddied, and
m~t she would go out an~ pick some gG?fyfor God sakes wry, don't step in any dog shi~"
looking flowers and put them ma glass container
said wry's mother.
}n ~e middle of the dinner 1;able so the w~?le
wry played baseball the same day that he got
family could look at them while we wer~ eatin~.
the new sneakers. He stole second base. All of it
Yes, s~e had some spID;k, but she was still Dads
wry's mother bought a big hairbrush. She
best frien?, that f~l with the umb~?a
used it on Larry, and wry never forgot the back
Spring 1s ~so ~ time of ne~ ~bitio~s. When
of that hairbrush or what his mother said to him
you were a kid, your true ambition was ~be th ~,
that sunny spring day.
best kid, ~d to. have a whole bunch of friends .
"Larry", she said sternly, ''You have NO
Now you re · m college. ~~ 0e s~at of
.
RESPONSIBILI1Y AT ALL."
responsibility. Your true ambition is to land a
Now, wry and his mother get along fine. He
position on the judicial board." You're ~ot
works for IBM. He's a corporate manager. Yes,
jumping around in P.F. Flye~ anymore. You re
Larry has responsibility. Lots of it
jumping at the job oppo~mty to wor~ fo~ IBM
Every sping, Larry sits at his big office desk
this summer.(Dad promised you the Job, if you
and catches up on his paper w ork Sometimes
agreed to buy an umbrella.)
the sun comes through his wind~w and hits
"A game offrisbee, Lany?" Lany is working at
Larry's white papers. The glare hurts Larry's
. ,,
.
hi~ desk. . ,
.
·
ey~s.
Uh, Oh, 1~ s Bud~y, the English maJor, l..af1Y
One sunny day last Spring, Larry. sat_back m
no Buddy, not today. Ive
mutters_ to himself.
his swivel chair and started thinking. He
.
go~ business at_ h~d.
thought about his old P. F. Flyers and how
. . Well, put this _m your ~and, r,ou twerp, and
I
comfortable they . were compared to the black,
Jom u s out there m ten m mu~ s . Buddy han~s
shiny FBI shoes under his desk that pinch h im
Lany a cold beer and sarcastically salutes his
when h e walks to work--in the min--with his
_"
.
w~y out the d?~r.
umbrella.
That Buddy , wry shakes h is head. Boy,

Til1
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Frisbees, skateboards, and now windsurfing
By Mark Luebbers
In 1967, Hoyle Schweitzer, a
vice-president for a computer software firm and an avid sailor; and
Jim Drake, an aeronautical
engineer who had worked on
projects such as the X-15 and a
surfing enthusiast, began
discussing the possibility of
designing a craft that would
combine the best aspects of their
respective hobbies.
The idea was initially conceived.
at a party at Schweitzer's home in
Pacific Palisades, California, and
after several months of work in the
garage, the idea took the shape of
the first windsurfer.
Since that time, windsurfing has
t,e;:c.;omc: a major water spon. lls
popularity has exploded in
Europe, where there are now over
fifty different manufacturers of
sailboards and · the sport has
literally millions of participants.
While the growth of windsurfing
in its home country has been
somewhat slower, it is still
expanding rapidly. People in both
Europe and the United States are
attracted to the sport for the sall)e
reasons: it is personally
challenging (man vs. the sea
element is attractive to many),
while the basics are easy to learn, it
is a difficult sport to master. It is
thrilling without being really ·
dangerous, it often creates a social
· comraderie among its enthusiasts,
and it is relatively inexpensive.
The basic design of the
windsurfer has not changed much
since 1967. It consists of a board,
11 feet long, similar in appearance
to a surfboard, and made of polyethylene. I~ is now called a "free
sail system," an aluminum mast
attached to the board by a
moveable universal joint. A 56
square foot dacron sail is attached
to the mast and two curved booms
fit around the mast and sail. The
craft is controlled by standing on
the board and holding on to the
windward boom, moving the mast
to catch the wind. A small
removable daggerboard is
attached to the bottom for
stability. The entire rig weighs only
65 pounds.
John Barbary, a graduate stu-

A HOLISTIC HEALTH
MINI DORM?
Interested in living in an
enviroment of positive
physical and mental
development through
exercise and support groups
~nd exploring holisti~ health
topics? We need some
energetic, active people.
Call Ellie or Sharon at-2-1172
OR stop by Sackett House
Fnd out what's new in
Soecial Interest Housing

dent in .Physics at UNH, has beea winds are calm, "People just new event in the Summer
the r,roprietor of Windsurfing Ltd. haven't progressed to the point Olympics in 1984.
Over-commercialization is one
for three years. The Portsmouth- where they can handle windsurfbased company is currently the ing in the ocean, It takes a certain of Barbary's main concerns for the
only windsurfing outfitter in amount of expertise and most sport. Advertising may take the
southern Maine and New people are content to stay on the sport the way of competitive
surfing and freestyle skiing; out of
Hampshire and one of only two in lake." ·
Barbary can be found the reach of the vast majority of the
northern New England. He is an
athletic man of 36 with a full beard windsurfing in the waters off the sports participants. Barbary sees
and grey eyes. Although he is New Hampshire coast almost any this occurring as more and more
originally from Pittsburgh, day between the first day of spring new manufacturers vie for shares
Pennsylvania, he began surfing in and Thanksgiving. The cold does of the market.
But Barbary is still optimistic
California and switched to not usually bother him although he
windsurfing before moving to narrowly escaped an accident early about the phenomenal growth of
last spring when he fell and his windsurfing in Europe and
Portsmouth five years ago.
Barbary's outfit teaches all levels board was washed ashore. He hopefully in this country. "They
of windsurfing, novice through began stiffening because of the .even had a song in the top ten in
expert, and sells complete .cold and only the stamina he says France about windsurfing," he
windsurfing rig~ _for $865, he has developed since he began said.
oornpfoto

with

th.roe

houra

of

beginners lessons. He has recently
set up a new shop in Seabrook for
the upcoming season.
Three other instructors will -be
working with Barbary; Kit Lowe, a
graduate student from Harvard,
Steve Dubois, a student at New
Hampshire Voe-Tech, and a
former ski patrolman and
windsurfing instructor in Europe
and Donna Walton, a 79 UNH
graduate. He is looking for more
instructors. "Lneed people who not
only know the sport but know how
to communicate and deal with
people," he said.
Barbary says that most
windsurfing, in New Hampshire is--done ori lakes where the water and

Barbary sees the great
advantage of the sport as being its
accessibility -to a wide range of
people. "The thing that
distinguishes this sport is that
everyone can do it. Ive taught
people 66 years old and nine-yearolds, people with potbellies and
really skinny arms," he said. This
sport isn't even close to reaching its
full potential."
But for John Barbary the
greatest thrill of windsurfing is the
personal challenge. "Ive really
learned to feel the wind. I learn
something new every time I go out. ~
l teel like I'm always progressing.
It keeps me going."

distonoo running two yoors ago

enabled him to make it to shore.
Competition is becoming an
increasingly important aspect of
windsurfing, both from a
popularity and a business standpoint.
·
Regattas, slalom and freestyle
events not only expose more
peo.ple to the sport but are a
valuable marketing tool for
manufacturers of windsurfing
equipment, clothing, and even
jewelry.
Barbary won the New England
Championships in his weight class
in 1979 and is currently training for
the North American Championships to be held on Cape Cod in
August. Windsurfing will also be a

r

·srtUlll~t.
a

- 1
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This may or may not be the opportunity you're
looking for, but for someone, it could be a very
attractive jump into the real world of advertising.
We' re a small, quality-oriented agency located
in Augusta, Maine. During the past 19 years, we
have serviced many national accounts. (Hathaway
Shirts, Great Northern Paper Co., Sebago Casuals
and Docksides, Pierre Cardin shirts and outerwear,
International Paper Co. and many others). Today,
we maintain a most prestigious client list, so don't
be misled by· our "up-country" location. Presently,
we are interested in talking with those spirited, _
(yet inexperienced), young giants who have the
ambition to achieve, and an explosive interest in
a multitude of areas. If you have a creative mind
that won't stop ... an energy level uncommon among
others ... and the determination to succeed, this
might be the time to strike.
If you are interested, we would be interested
in learning about you, your background and your
goals and anything else you would like us to know.
Please don't phone. Let us hear from you by mail;
following which we can arrange an appointment.
Write Jack Havey, Ad-Media, Inc., #2 Memorial
Way, Augusta, Maine 04330.

WANTED
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES
THE MEMORIAL UNION BUILDING

BOARD OF GOVERNORS
e 1 Student Activity Fee Organization Representative
• 1 None-Student Activity Organization Representative

e 1 Greek.Representative

~1 Residence Hall Representative
• 1 Thompson School Representative

CARE PHARMACY
51 Main St. Durham
868-2280
Mon.-Sat. 9-6

Sale Price, In Effect
April 7-12, 1980

The MUB Board of Governors oversees the
operation of the Memorial Union/Student
Activities, and allows for student Input
Into the policy making and general
ope ration of the bulldlng. Terms are
for three se mesters.

Appllcatlons due Tuesday, Aprll 15, 1980
See Pat Cleveland, Room 322 MUB
or Board of Governors, Room 321.
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PPO&M
DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau
Ye5, PH//.. ..

----

CJ)()J.1) ',()I) STAN(),

PLEASE., MA'AM?
z'll ·TAJ(J; >OUR

--

HAN(), 7El.L l/5

( am YaJAR£.

-

rMJlJSTAN~

HOUSf!IAIIFE IJ/171-1 A
Sl:NS!BlE QUE!STKJV.

----

weo ee 1-DWHEPE
~~

IAJITH(Xff YW. YfXlflE
IA/Hltr 7H/5 SHOW
IS AU A80lff.
GOAHEAP. -

by CRAIG WHITE

STATE_

UN H Celebrity Series
AN

TOSNOM

EVENING
WITH

PRESENTS

CHUCK l",,, :fl)

PSYCHIC
HEALING

MANGIONE ·
AND

THE

CHUCK MANGIONE
QUARTET

WITH TEACHER AND GIFTED PSYCHIC

Snively Arena
8 p.m. Wednesday, April 23

Harold Schroeppel

General Public $8.50
UNH Students in advance with 1.0. 56.50

All seats reserved

April 11th
7:30 p.m.
Carroll-Belknap

Memorial Union Ticket Office
Open Mon-Fri 10 a.m.- 4 p.m.
862-2290

MUB

LOWER

Workshop
Sat. April 12th
10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Grafton Rm.

THAN SALE PRICES?

YOUNG'S SPECIAL

Our Everyday Low Prices
on BRAND NAME SHOES
ARE USUALLY LOWER
THAN EVEN SALE PRICES!
MANY ADDITIONAL
UNADVERTISED
SPECIALS ALSO!

Two eggs- ~ny style
Toast
One cup tea or coffee
$1.15

IWHY PAY MORE?

l

RED'S~~~:
sA ruRoAvs
WEEKDAYS
9.30-9. •• - • S-5 ~ . •

Dover

•••.

. - - • --

New Partner's Special
Buy one dinner at regular price;
get the second one ( of equal value
or less) for HALF PRICE!
11 :30 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.
s Apr.ii 9-15
_.~P~cial ru~_

continued from page 2
Court Time and a free roll of film
by a local merchant. "Flowers are
also given to the winner by Hill
Greenhouse ...
"All of the prizes are donated by
the individual merchants,., Harris
"The only thing that
said.
PPO&M pays for is the plane fare
to the White Mountains ...

AMAZING
NEW
CANCER
· OPERATION
UNVEILED.

The doctor
doesn't cut out
anything. You
cut out cigarettes.
This simple
surgery is the
surest way to save
you from lung
cancer. And the
American Cancer
Society will help
you perform it.
We have free
clinics to help you

quit smoking. So,
before you smoke
another cigarette,
call the A.C.S.
office nearest you.
And don't put it
off. The longer
you keep smoking,
the sooner it can
kill you.

AMERICAN!
CANCER
SOCIETY

·®

This space contributed by th., publisher
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~ates: $1.00 for 4S words per insertion
$1.00/oreachadditionalinsertion
.

for.rent

Apartment for summer sublet with faH opffon
avallat>a.located In Red Tower Apartments
at 19 main St. Durham. Two Bedrooms, two
bathrooms, living room, kitchen, and uffllty
, •..:;m ~ .. :: Jim or Jake 868-1354. 41-t !
'"tentiuni wanied... one temaie roomat• to
share an apt. on Durham's busy Main St.
(two
doors
down
from
"Hum•
phrey'a")... Avallable...Mld-May thrue Aug.
$135 a month Includes ufflltlea...Furnlahed
even with a flreplacel Call Sherry
evenings 868-75271.,8
Charming, antiqued, vlctorlan, whaling,
humble, heavenly summer sub-let .fn
Durham. Got to'" to bellevetl Inquire now
at 868-1298 or come to cocktail hour 5:00
p.m. any day, 19 Main St. Apt. 2 (Red Towert)
'18.
.
WANTED for summer, beginning May 15:
Female companion to Hve with elderly
woman. In Durham, salary, room and
board. Light housekeeping duties. Car
available. Inquire room 317 James Hall. 4122 .
R••pon.lbl• profeMlonal• wi.h

Wanted: Dayttme companion for young
Ambltloua peflOfll who want to earn but . MIVONI II lrWtted to Phi Chi Theta's ..nal
who can only work part-nm.. Opportunity
bullnea forum, Thurtdav, April 10, 7-9 p.m.
handicapped male In Rye. Mon-Fri June ti
for
good extra lncOme. Alllltance gtven.
COnoll-lelknap Room. Not )ult for bullnell
Labor Day. Female preferred. Car
Write
for
appointment.
Crown
DeveloPerl.
maJorll 411
nece110ry. Call 96'-5505 after 10 a.m. ·
211
Rd. Manchester, NH 03101 or
Friday through weekend. During week cal
cal
,7,f .,18.
How would you Ilk• to wttneu the ballllelt
617475-2981 after6p.m.
.,11
party of the IO'a? The brothers of Tau Kappa
Epsilon want YOU to prepare younelvea tor
maulve consumption of beveragea. The TICE
Crul1e1hlp1/1alllng expldltlon1l/1alllng
camps. No experience. Good pay. summer
Hey Nancy S. • Heard you're going In for llp SPRING FUNG wllt start at .. p.m. on Friday,
Aprll
11th. l.D. required. 411
surgery. WIU they ,nu call you DL? WIii you
career. Nationwide, wortdwlclel 5end s,.9s
stlHl>• 01 good QI a hoover? 418
for appllcatlon/lnfolreferrals to Crulleworlcl
TOSNOM 11 presenting a lecture and
172 lox 60129, sacramento, CA 95860 4125
PSI EPSILON, AIESEC, ODE. You're cordially workshop on Psychic Healing by Harold
Can You Qualify?
Invited to Phi Chi Theta's SmaU lullneaa Schroeppe, a practicing psychic and
Management Traln•••Portamouth-Dover
Forum, ThuradaY April 10, 7-9 p.m., carro11- teacher from the lnafflute for Advanced
Perception. Lecture wlH be held on April 11,
area. Excepffonal opportunity for Individual
lelknap Room. See you there!.,.
7:30 p.m. In Canollllelknap. Worklhoo on
with enthullalm and ambfflon. Qood comApril
12, 1Dam◄pm. Qrafton Room. 4111
municative lklll a MUST. Salary, bonu...... SPUNKY: What're ya thlnkln? Well I'm thinking
high comml11lona, Blue CrOII/Shlel'd, Life In- . we made the big 6. Looking forward to loll
Dearest
Dean, alias God - Your beauty Is ·
aurance. Background In buslnea or social
more. Mercy buckets and I love you - Wit.,.
absolutely devaataffng; your mere prel8nscience a plus. Training PrOVlded. Send
ce
makes
us drool. we wonhlp the footban
Reaume to: IINEX, P.O. lox 329... Nashua, NH
WHIie, I knew you'd look for It, 10 here It Is.
03061. 4/14.
Do you think you are special or something? field that you engraffate your macho body
with.
And
there's
something Incredibly 18n~ ~ c k getting the big 3.0 for big buckll
Mature, playful "Hv•ln" to care for two Insuou1 about your roltney. Why don't you .
dependent, athletic boys ages 9-11 while
drop
your
defenaea
and meet us on the 69
parenla work full time. Some fiouaekeeplng,
To usl 9 makes •· "Wha"? The madcap yard llne-we'd love to take you on In a
mostly companionship. Car required.
game
of
touch
football.
Reverenlty and lustmisadventures of two llmeranta have
Salary, plus large, 18ml-furnlshed studio apt.
fully yours, 2 horny nuns and a greet nymbecome more lnaanel You say Pooh has a
wlttt kitchen, bath, private entrance. Rte.
phomanloc.
418
new Image? Why Harry, I believe a
155 In Lee. Part-Hme student or graduate
celebration II In order. You pilot and I'll Moy C athy, Cindy, ll!oron, .Jaek, .John, Uad.
drl,.... the blwe mueton9 bwf brlnv v~n....toa
g~r•:o~::yse&t ~~~ow~~~n-T:
bars Just In case we forget the k•r· Happy dog, Beth, Pam and E~ONE .... at UNH
Durham, NH 0312,. 418
that aeekl fulfillment of their lust for an
1/3 tomorrow. Love, Nurse J.F.W. .,
orgasmic party: come to the TICE SPRING
Field Experience Jobi:
FUNG
on Friday, Aprll 11th and let the
TGOC
•
Easter
Polls
A.P.
and
U.P.I.
•
J.
Accounting In the Ilg Apple, summer, Paid
brothers of TICE entertain you ... luy Hcketl
Donahue 2, J. Duran 3, J. Mcilone 18, S.
Fteld Experience Job and course. Call 862·
from
brothers
• .,8
Sedler
19,
M.S.
Malone-M.S.
Malone
hits
an
·1 18'.
all-Hm• low after laat week's antics. HII
Department Store Management, HaverhlH,
campaign
II
almost
broke.
418
Dear
Dave,
Andy
and lob • Thanks for the
MA, Summer, Paid Field Experience Job and
course. Call 862-11 U.
HEFFYII
Have
a
happy
birthday,
even
If
you
f::IIY9:!
Computer Pr=ammln& • Electrical Eng.,
did forget mine. Love, Undies• .,.
year. Thanks for your frlendlhlp, 11'1 been
great. Lookl~ forward to more fun this
~!ii ~ 2_1
perlence Job and
lob. co;mratulaffona. rm sorry the coffee . spring. Love, Em 418
Accounting • Finance, Boston area, Paid
wa110 1 . I hope you had a great Easter.
-=c--=
.1,...._=Tha_n.,.k,-f.,..or__,lha_w..,.lng--me-y_ou_rpr-oJ.,..ect_,,.•..,,,r,,..,
Field Experience Job and course. Call 862·
118'.
Love, Nance Spoerl. 418
areaff You're a sweetie. and l'H tell you next
Copier SOies, NH, Paid Fleld Experience Job
TIME.
C.Q. .,.
ELAINE, welcome back, I mlaaed you. I hope
and course. June- Dec. 80. Call 862-11 U.
Easter waa ... holy'I? You're the greatest Happy 21st Birthday, Jeffl Love, Karen. 418
Computer Proirammlng, Springfield, VT,
roomle and friend. Love and O.S. wlth C.H.,
::uc::.rc!:~2-~~-Experience Job and
Undies (P.S. Dump the Beta boy who gets the Hey Sharon - Welcome to Epsilon Zeta. Hope
"cuffe" peraonall, and take Pike. -.,a
you're 01 psyched QI we au arel RememNew Product Marketing surveys, Reading,
ber, the fun has only tuat begun. Love, the
PA, summer. Paid Field Experience Job and
HAPPY BIRTHDAY CUTTSIII Hope you have the llaterl of EZ. 411
course. cau 862·118'.
beat birthday ever. (Birthday this.) Love your .,-----,-,---,--=----:---c=---=------=--:-Hlltorlcal Mul8um, Archives and Library,
Various New England- locanona, work-study • llffle 111.ter, K. P.S. I loved the Easter basket• . Lane•- - ..Heyl Yea, I_ Uk• plna,. coladcaL
(lalket this.) 418
lhyne11, Mungo Blue Eyes, aweetnea, cudqualified Field rxpertence Job and course.
dling, and early Easter Bunny presents. I'm
Call862-11U.
Brendan,
You
stiff
haven't
tOld
me
how
psyched
for the 18ml. Welcome to my
Insurance SOies and Adm'ln, Patterson, NJ,
much of a ralae !'m getting for my loyalty to WORLD. I love you. Robin 312 • .,.
summer. Paid Fleld Experience Job and
this
beloved
Institution
I
work
forll
Sue.
course. Call 862-11 U. 418
Save a bottle ... Today. RECYCLE that
J.L.L. What am I going to do with you??? (Ac- Mollon'l lottle. Reuse your lklppy Jara. Help
tually I don't know wnat I would do without
Work Study Student wanted as child care
out by recycll~ glala and newapapera In
youlfl) April 8th and no P.D.D. There are ·YOUR dorm. Sponsored by ltudehtl for
worker, Durham Infant Center, Open M-F 8-5
1llllon1 of guys who would die at the chance
$3.50/hr. Now or summer. Call 868-1335. 418
Re<:YCllna (162-1001) MNHnga every thurto go with you. Really "Jamie" you"re the lday at , p.m. In the MUI senate Room.
belt friend a person could Olk for, Just don't Plea18 help out• .,11.
Portsmouth Restaurant needs dishwasher
be 10 Plckyll I'm so glad that we're aolng to
part-Hme nights. Must be 18. Valet weekend
stick It out togettier next yearllTLota of DEi KUSTES: Happy Jlrthdayt (Legal Agalnl)
nights. Call 43M025. 411•
Sorry It's late but the Easter Bunny doesn't
Love,N.R.H. 418
deliver papers. Love D,P,S,J • M. 418
Kittery Parka and Recreaffon Dept • summer
Laurie H. You are such a super peraonlll rm
Nancy: Wanted to say HAPPY BELATED
positions avallable: Full time: 6 full time
so glad you're my little lllterll Leta go nuts at
playground and 3 full time park main.
EASTERlt and let you know that I could never
the P.D.-"WHAT A BLAST" Love your Ilg Sia,
have made It through 1h11 year without you.
tenance people (workatudy): plus 1 sailing
You're Just such a super, fantastic, wOnderand 1 tennis lns~tor, both part-time. Con~ancy418
ful,
etc. person (what more can I say?) Love,
:,C:~~:~·7:S~~~pt for further Info. '39-3800
J.L.L. .,8
Steve J.-Happy llrthdayll It WQI good talking
to you In the llbea last week. I've got a few
WILD dates lined up for youll We're lflll
MIiiy: I Just wanted to let you know that I
Summer Jobs Available at Danlel Webster
going to go out this week, Aren't we??tl?
think you're the beat llttle lllter anyone .
Council Day Camp; sports, archery, hanGive me a call. Go nuts tonight. Love NRH
could ever havetl Get excited for the P.D.; It
dicrafts, B.B. gun, swimming, and nature.
Counselors needed. Work-study preferred.
:~' be "SUper Greaf'II Love, your big Ill - J.
Phi Mu Delta Spring Weekend! Two Intense
For Information call Ellen 659-5906. 411•
nights of ft\& celebranon of spring, April 11
&12. Music by Cahoola, a fine bluegr011 Janet: Hope your MUI GRUB waa or Is a huge
Private swim club on ocean In NH Is 188klng
male and female llfeguarda for summer.
band, Tickets must be purchased In advan- succ811 - you deserve It after all the... uh
WSF required. Diving coach also needed.
ce. Call 868-9710 for Info.
418 temporary 18tback1. Love, your roomle, ;
Duties Included guarding pool, le11on1,
Jaynl.418
apeclal activities. Must enJoy children.
First annual UNH arm wrestling champlonPlease write Nancy Fort, 65 Wallis Road, Rye,
lhlpal Spanaored by Phi Mu Delta Fraternity.
NH 03870 stating ~allflcaffona, references,
Weight Cla..., and prizes. Proceeds go to
:~~phone.Appl anons cloae Aprll 15th.
Disorders Organlzaffonal
Muscular Dystrophy Foundation. Call 868- !omrnunlcatlon
MHHna MondaY, April 1, at 7:15 p.m. In
971 Ofor Info.
418 C.D. cf'nle at PCAC. Yvonne Newport w111
Attention: Educational Talent Search, a
SPeOk on career opPOrfunftlel for women In
federal program helPlng disadvantaged
Third Annual Benefit for the Goaling Communication D(aordera. W• wlll also
N.H. residents wlfh po1t-1econcfary
Meadows Youth Program Sat., April 19, a have pre-registration advice on clallel.
education plans, II looking for 3 reapanalble
p.m. - 1 a.m. at the Portsmouth Coul'ltrv Club Last fflNllng before our partyt .,11
work-study students to work 2040 hours a
featuring Ben Baldwin • the Ilg Noter Cash
week during summer. Job lnv0lve1 offlc•
bar. Donatton $5.00. Tickets available at P-Glad to IN baseball Is atarffng, good
baaed a11r1tance such 01 contacting
Humphrey's Deft, 29 Main St, Durham. 4111
luck thll week In your games. Lera have
college admlallona and financial aid perdinner again aoon-:have any ham left?-N
sonnel and students · via mall and
Hey all you Squares! We're havln' a square
telephone, helping with 1tat11tlcal
dance Just for y'alll Grab your partner and Dear Callfornla Carotyn, Happy Belated 211
aatherlng and following up on clients.
mosey on down to the Strafford Room In the Hope you had a great one and an Easter
Preference given to students who can conMUI on Sat, April 12th at 9:00 p.m. Cider and tool Get psyched for California-coming to
tinue through academic year. Starffng pay
Grits wffl be supplied and the price Is a UNH WQI a blast but driving home's gonna
$3.50-work study atudenla only. Contact
mealley $2.00. Sponsored by Freshman be better! Love ya, Pat.
Carotyn Julian 862-1562 or apply at RobinCamp. ALL ARE WELCOME, yea hahlll .,11
son Hou18, Rosemary Lane. .,1,.

services

Summer SUblet-Durham with fall opffon.
Channing one bdrm. apt. wa•wall carpet
bay window, part-rum. Excel. location on
Madbury Rd. Heat Incl. Call 868-7020. .,15.

to ,.,...--..,

sublease a houl8 or apartment In Portamouth-Klttery area for July. Need beds for
a, kitchen, bath. Call or write Wanen Rle11,
Kittery MU18Um, Kittery, Maine 03~0... (207)
'39-3080. 4111
,
·

Durham fumlshed room, realdenffal neighborhood, 3 miles from campus. off street
parking, available now. Can evenings after
a p.m. .t11a
For Rent: Furnished Cape home In Durham
whlle on 5abbattcol •• Auaust '80 throuah
June 1981, 3◄ bedroom, 1'/1 baths, laundry,
wood-electric heat with wood supplied. 3.0
mllea from University. Family only. $'50/month. Call 659-2819. 411•
Durham Summer Sublet, Studio apt. ·1n the
Coops S175/month, Sept. Kitchen • bath,
available May 20 through sept. 1, security
deposit required. Call Fred 868-5'06. 418
Apt. for rent. 2 bdrma upstairs. Heat, hot
water Incl., part._ furnished, off atr,-et
parklifg1or 2' to 3-eara.'T225/mo., 02b dep.
E. Rochester. 20 ml. from campus. Call (603)
332-4800. 4/11
2 Apartments for rent In Dover. Centrally
located on the Karl-Van. 1 • bedroom,
living room, den and kitchen-luxurious. Rent
$525 Includes heat and electrlclty. 1 3
bedroom, llvlng room and kitchen, rent
$-'OD Includes heat and electrlclty. Lea18 ·
required-starts June 1st. No pela.Call 74809'2 between 7 and 9 p.m. 411•
_

for sale
For 5ale:1977 Scout II, excellent condlffon,
30.. V-8 engine, • wheel drive, takes regular
gal, SONI FM cauette deck with Jensen
filaxlals lnch.1ded, radial tires, never been
plowed.S•200Call868-10U. •¼ 11 •
For SOie: Turntable, Craig 5101 , ad,uatable,
tracking weight, anti-skate, bet drive,
:~'!~~•Ex:e~:;~ ~~~~,;~~-lni~. wg~II
868-1027 or Matt 868-5989. 41/11.
FOR SALE: In-town Durham, very close to
UNH: seven room, custom bullt garrison. 3
bedroom, 2½ baths, huge family room.
Beamed celling In large llvlng/dlnlng room.
Hardwood floors throughout. Many extras.
4122
1-plua -:Jere. $85,000. 868-2284.

t~!

For Sale: Calculator-Unlaonlc 1099 with
memory, Log, trig, and square root funcffona. s12.00 call 868-9789 or 2•2172 Olk for
Denise. 4118.

~"s~ckl.

Claulc Clothes and AceetlOrlel for falhlon
conscious Individuals. Second hand
~nall 1920'I-IO'I at reasonable prices.
Ekrierl, 19 ltllngton St. Portsmouth. Open
Tu... thru Sat. 11 to• p.m. .,1,.

personals

SHOULD SEX EDUCATION be Included In and
for a singing ~ram? sure, why not? Have
you heard? for S6.oo you can send a
singing te1egram....,11.
Win $500 cash for your vacation this summer. No obllaaffon. To recleve entry form
18nd 18lf addreaaed stamped envelope to
summer Sweepstakes, P.O. lox 730, Coeur
d'~•·lve, Idaho 8381,. 4111.
Rld...Anyone driving to LAKE TAHOE In May?
Female rider looking for tranaportaffon. WIii
gladly share expenses. Nancy 1,9.1397.
41 15
PIZZAS, SUI$, SALADS, SPAGHml, LASAGNA,
ETC. Delivered to your campus Fraternity,
sorority rooml Nlghlty runs 9:30 and 11:00
call 3o min. In advance 868-222'. Remember Joie Is Buying small used Reflgeraton
!~
00,. each can 862-3336 late at night.
4

TYtvPING-fRteenrrmed

'081 0

aecr!t_aAry. E_x,~m•11e
..ed
_·l•Hln ~I

POQtl,.

lfao

8 , ..

.....

Deadlines: Tuesday at 2 p. m. for Friday's paper
Friday at 2 p. m. for Tuesday's paper

arnc1e1, etc. Located walking distance to
UNH. Call Anita 868-7078. 20 fark Court,
Durham. .,11 ·
.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - Proteulonal typing at 111 beat by University
Secretarial Auoclatea, IBM Correcting
5electrlc, choice of style, pitch, grammar
punctuation, · apefllng
· corrected'.
Reasonable rates for superior quality. Diana
Schuma_!l_~~sa. 41:::.1...,1.__._

=~=--

rides
Ride needed to KEENE Friday, Aprll 11 for
KSC Spring Weekend. Call SUE, 659-5267
befor~ 8:30 a.m. or after 10:00 p.m. 418
RIDE NEEDED TO SARATOGA SPRINGS Albany, NY area .on Friday, April 11. Can
leave after noon. WIii share driving and expenses. Call 868-7300 alk for Rosie or leave
me~aga. 41/11

fost &-·f;und
LOST• Patricia Owens Mau Llcenl8. Lost
somewhere on · campus last weekend. I
realty need It backll Pleal8 call 2·2'55 or
868-9711 Olk for Kelly 4111

help wanted
SUMMER JOis - ·Hotel on coast of Southern
Maine (Ogunqulf)needl chambermaids, of·
flce person. Salary, tips and room.
Wrlte:Mra. Brenda Blake, Waveacrest Drive,
Y,.qrk Harbor, Me.. 03911, or tel. 207'363-6566.
.., 1 1
1980 summer employment. Lau!'lch
operator-steward for a local yacht 'cfub.
Weekends May 23-June 15; full flmel June
20-Sept 1; weekends Sept 5-0ct 13. Muif be
al least 18 years old and have -aome
~oatlng _ experience. Coast Gu·ard
registration dellreable. E.O.E. M·F call 8685056 after 6 o.m.
. 41111
The commuter/Transfer Center has the
followlna wor1<1tudy-1tudent hourly positions
available for the academic year 1980-81.
Transfer/Orientation co-ordinator, commuter Crier Editor, Off-campus housing coordinator, General office and program
help. If lntereated,f.lck up appllcaffon In R. ,
136oftheMUl.411 .
.

Crul18a/salllng expedlttonal/salllng camps:
No experience. good pay. summer. career.
· Nationwide, worldwlclel send S.-.95 for ap73 , Chevy Impala. Runs. looks excellent.
pllcatlon/lnfo/refenals to Crul18world 172
lnow Nres, automatic, power steering,
Box 60129, sacramento, CA 95860 ..i2s.
950
t
20
mpg.
S
ereo
speakers.
s
.
Jon
OVERSEAS JOBS-Summer/year round.
Drakes.
9 83 4111
65 ·50 ·
Europe, S. America, Awatralla, Alla, Etc. All
For SOie/ Techniques RS-M63 cauette deck.
Fields, SS00-$1,200 monthly. Expenaea paid.
Brand new, never used $350 value. WIii acSlghtaeelng. Free Information Wrlte:IJC, lox
cept beat offer 749-1387 411,.
52◄5 Corona Del Mar, Ca 92625 .,18.
For SOie - 1970 Yamaha 250cc Rd. ($275), ' The Commuter-Transfer Center, has the
72" Naugohlde couch (1..0), Kattie 190 cm
fOllowlng full time work-study polltlon for
Skis Never used ($100), Pioneer h1pecleck
the summer which •ntalls the following:
($4'0), 2 fine Walnut end tablet (S2& pr.), 2 · Receptionist re1pon1lbllltle1, a11l1tlng
large lamps (U0 pr.),Woman•• Koflach
studenla with houslna• .aome knowledae ol
foam Ski loots, size 7 ($30, reg. $125), 19'6
computer terminals would be helpful, If l,t,
Lafrance fire truck• Call Artie 659-3783 or
tereated Pick up appllcatlon In R. 436 of the
659•2'57. 4111
Mub. 4111.
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Carls.on's Sport Cente.r
(formerly Bob and Mary's Sport Center) ·
presents their:

Fifth Anniversary Sale
10-50 percent off Entire Inventory
(Bicycles not included)

Warm-ups and sweats.
Tennis Equipment.
Running Clothing ..
Baseball and Softball.
Golf Balls ............... .
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s·p ring Bicycle 1 ·
Check-up
I
·1
I
.
coupon
1
$9.99 exp. Apr. 31 :
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25 percent off
. . 25 percent off
o ff
. ... 25 percent _
... 20 percent off
. ............ $9..99 doz.

and many more unadvertised svecials

Sales-service-rentals·at:
Carlson'~ Sports Center
256 Central Ave.
Dover, N.H: 03820
742-8616

Sale 10 days only
April 9-19
Mand T-Open til 6 p.m.
W-f-Open til 8 p. m.
,Sat: 9Pf!1J _t[l ~ p. m .
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Schaef
continued from page 3
ITTie name of my next book is

Now serving bagels, quiche and
yummy desserts!

OPEN UNTIL 2:00 A.M.
29 Main Street
Durham
(Across from the Durham Post Office)
868-5151

VE.LI

based ;on this myth. It is titled
"Another Reality," Schaef said.
The second myth is white males
are innately superior, according to
Schaef.
This is illogical because if the
white male system is the only thing
that exists how can it be superior,
Schaef said.
"The white male system knows
and understands everything is the
third myth,•• Schaef said.
A lot of women are diagnosed as
sick because the white male system
does not understand them, Schaef
explained.
"To threaten the system, you
have to threaten the mythology of
the systems," she said.
· "The myths are killing off the
men because these three myths
mean you are God," Schaef
explained. "Men try to do that and
they drop dead," she added.
The fourth myth is it is always
possible to be logical, rational and
objective in the white male world,
according to Schaef.
But you are leaving out the
intuition and irrational functions
of the right side of your brain,
Schaef said.
"White males are over

developing the left side of the
brain,•~ she said.
The white males always focus on
the similarities because they avoid
1
a conflict, according to Schaef.
.. When you look at the
differences you have to deal with
sexism and racism," Schaef said.
Schaef also commented on the
scientific method of1he white male
system.
.. The scientific method is a
·
religious belief useful in explaining
our world beliefs," she said.
But you cannot prove anything
outside the system, she added.
Schaef talked about the
differences in the male-female
systems in time, communication,
intimacy, relations and love.
"There is a correlation between
the white male system and the
_clock time," Schaef said.
The white male system believes
what the clock says, according to
·
the feminist therapist.
The female system thmks ot time
as a passage and it may or may not
relate to the time on the clock,
Schaef said.
"Neither way of the time is right
and in certain situations the
passage time is better," she said.
_"But we do not have flexibility."
The center of the universe of the
white male system and the female
system also differ, according to
Schaef.
"Relationships are the center of
the female system," she said.
The female system is healthier,
she added.
The female system and white
male system possess different ways
of using language. The male
system uses communication to
win, Schaef said.
"The female system uses
language as a bridge between two

people," Schaef said.
Intimacy is also expressed
differently in the two systems,
according to Schaef.
The male expresses intimacy in a
physical way and female
approaches intimacy verbally,
Schaef said.
"Neither approach is right, but
since the white male system is
reality then the women have to
accept the male a pp roach to
intimacy," Schaef said.
Love is also expressed
differently by the two systems,
Schaef said.
"Love in the white male system
is ritualized," Schaef explained. It
is bringing flowers and doing
things. she added.
To the f eipal.: system love is an
!nergy that is exchanged through
two people, Schaef said.
"Both have been robbed of the
benefits of the two systems,"
Schaef said.

Whencity,
state and
federal
programs
run out
andeven
the landlords
disappear...
what's left?
When the money runs out and
the programs disappear,
sometimes a VISTA volunteer
is all that's left. America
needs more VISTA volunteers.

-Apply~ow

·Sail fr9m Los Angeles Sept 6, 1980

1

and from Fort La1?,d~e Feb. s,·1981
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There will be a color slide_
For more
_information- ~presentation on: Tues April 8 ifl!
campus reps- ; Jessie Doe Lounge - 7: 00 PM ;_r.~-~~~;_·i.·~~.!.:
and Thurs. April 10
:
•·······
t~rry murphy
~ ~ ~ i~ ~[
Stoke Lounge - 7: 00 PM
peter nunes
All interested are invited ffl
1~=~=i=~=~=; t o _a tt en d ,.
868-5155 :
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Hewitt Hall
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Bowes lands recruits for '80
By Larry McGrath
Bill Bowes is a man with a
.
problem.
After losing a baker's dozen ( 13)
of lettermen to graduation Bowes,
in his eighth year as UNH football
coach, must find replacements for
such senior stars as linebackers
Greg Donahue, Mike Marchese,
Mike Hennessey, quarterbackpunter Tom Leavitt, \ kicker Art
Wildcat
Illman anci all-time
reception leader Dave Loehle.
Recruiting may be the answer.
Bowes feels that he has an
"exceptional" group of freshmen
coming to Durham in the fall.
"We had a real good recruiting
year. We feel we have found a few
kids that could help ri~ht away."
said Bowes.
Out of the group of 23 who
Bowes nas landed, he singled out
five that he felt could "help right
away". .
Linebackers Kevin Murphy
from Madison, Ct. and Peter
Tracy of Winchester, Mass. could
make their presence felt
·immediately.
"Murphy (6'1 230 lbs.) and
Tracy (6'3 220· lbs.) have the
physical maturity to contribute on
a varsity level right away. All they
would have to do is pick up the
system," said UNH's grid mentor.
With three out of four starting

linebackers gone, the two frosh
wilf help provide needed depth at
the position most crucial in the
Wildcats 4-4 defensive alignment.
"We always recruit heavy at
linebackers because we use the 4-4.
Seyen or eight of the 23 kids we
recruited we project as helping at
linebacker. You need depth there
~_s last season's injuries proved,'
added Bowes.
Paul Cormier, · a 6'6 250 lbs.
off~nsive tackle from Peabody,
Mass., enrolls here amid sizable
acclaim.
"Paul is a big, strong, intelligent
kid. Most linemen coming out of
high school have to lift (weights) a
lot to catch up physically. He
already has the size and strength.
All he would need to do would be
to work on blocking technique,"
assessed Bowes.
The All-Western Mass.
quarterback of the past season has ·
decided to cast his lot with the
Wildcats: Ricky Leclerc, a 6'2 190
lbs. field general who finished first
in his class at Agawam, Mass.
High School.
"Ricky is familiar with a couple
of my asistants through some
summer football camps and he
impresses us," said Bowes.
Rounding out Bowes' list of
"blue-chippers" is 6'1 170 lbs.
safety Arnold Garron from

Framingham (Mass.) South H.S.
Garron, the son of former New
England Patriot Star Larry
Garron, will face a veteran crew of
pass defenders when he starts
training camp in late August.
Recruiting is a long process. The
coach's woi::k doesn't end at the
encCo'r the season. Their duties are
changed from pacing the sidelines
to driving the highways.
"We recruit actively in New
England, New Jersey and Eastern
New York going into the high
schools and personally contacting ·
kids ·we're interested in.
After Christmas we recontact the kids and try to make
new contacts through the original
kid.,," .,ciid Bowe~.

Judging talent .legally is hard to
do sometimes. "The NCAA
doesn't let you test a kid in any
way. S9 all we can do is go by film
watching and coaches' r~com- .
mendations. As far as judging
some kids run track to provide you
'Yith fairly accurate times and past
dealings with high school coaches
are what you have to work with,"
he said.
The future is being shaped
through these recruits and Bill
Bowes is smiling, so improvement
on the 5-4-2 mark seems eminent
in the near future.

Thinclads
nip MIT,

John Nocera cuts upfield in a football spring session. UNH
practices from 6 - 8 am every morning for a month in
preparation for the annual Blue-White game. (Art Illman
photo).

Bates in

SPOR.T SHORTS

tri-1neet

Laxwornen begin season

continued from page 16
second), Gary Crossan in the
steeplechase, Brian Sommers in
t~ ;triple jump and Dean Kimball
ran away with the 5000 meters.
Steve Smith took the 110 meter
hurdles with fellow Wildcats
Tobey Russ and Sommers close on
his heels as the Cats finished l,2,3
in the event.
Bergeron enjoyed a fine day as
he finished second in both the 200
and 400 meters as well as his heroic
closing performance in the relay.
"At the end of it (1600 relay)
Bergeron really turned it on,"
Copeland said.
The Cats are at URI this
Wednesday and travel to UMaine
at Orono, Saturday. With the
depth he has on this year's squad,
Copeland is smiling.
"I'm happy this week and these
.
.
Mike McGillls, shown here in the batting cage, unloads on a let- two meets upcoming should be
ter-high fastball during an UNH practice. (Lee Hunsaker interesting. We'll go with what we
got and see what happens," he
photo)
· concluded.

The New Hampshire is still
accepting applications for ads
manager and ads assOciates.
Come to our offices in Rm. ·
151 of the MUB to pick up an
application. Deadline• isApril 8

.
..
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The UNH women's lacrosse team will begin its season in earnest
today ~th a home game against Bowdoin College.
As always seems to be the case with Jean Rilling's squad, speed
will be a big determinant in the outcome of not only today's game but
of the season. UNH also has always been known for the adept play of
its forwards and the solid goaltending.
Yet, this year's team will need a surprise in goal if it is to reproduce
last year's 8-1 record and third place seeding in the Division I
Nationals. Freshman Shelly Lively and sophomore Cathie Sauchuk
are the netminders who must stand the test.
UNH will be without the services of senior Donna O'Brien in
Thursday's UConn game, as she will be practicing with the New
England District team which will play the English touring team in
·
Connecticut in the upcoming weeks.
But, the Wildcats needn't worry over O'Brien's absence. Last year,
UNH trounced Bowdoin, 15-0. This is the first year the Wildcats
play UConn.
Game time is 3:00 on Memorial Field.

Women's track at Prov.
UN)l's women's track and field team looks to rebound from its I0324 p'pening loss against UMass today as they travel.to Providence to
match up against Brown University and Providence College.
The meet will be the Wildcats' tune-up for the Mass Relays to be
held on April 12. Top performances are expected by Lisa McMahon
(discus and 100 yd. dash), Laurie Burnham (shot put), Millie
Pelletier (hurdles and high jump), Cheryl Taatjes (440), Laurie
Munson (two-mile) and .Janet O'Hara (880).

Maine leads trophy race
With only men's baseball and track remaining, UNH trails
UMaine, 18-1_4, in the chase for the Woodman-Robinson Memorial
Trophy.
The trophy is awarded to the school that tallies the most points in
head-to-head competition between the men ;s and women's teams.
Two points are awarded for each win.
With a baseball doubleheader and track meet remaining, UNH
can still cop the trophy, which would be awarded at Homecoming
next October."
The trophy is named after Gary Robinson, a f~rmer student of
UNl:J' and varsity swimmer who died in the mid 70s, and Bruce
W9odman, a UMaine graduate who played semi-pro baseball after a
celebrated baseball and basketball career for the Black Bears.
Robinson was the son of UNH Prof. and Mrs. Frederick
Robinson of Durham~-
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Lacrosse trounces BC-i 16-6

Fay, Van Vleck lead UNH
By Gerry Miles

But then a trait which has been Glover received an additional one
John Fay and Steve Glover somewhat of a UNH characteris- minute major for "punching" an
combined to score eight goals to . tic, being :unaggressive with a lead, Eagle. In actuality, the Eagle was a
pace.the UNH men's lacrosse team a disease that also ola~ues the Red friend and former teammate of
to its first win this spring (not Sox, seemed to have been Glover· and both were just
counting their spring trip) with a eliminated as UNH exploded for playfully "sparring." Glover was
16-6 dumping of Boston College, six unanswered goals to push the called for punching nonetheless
yesterday.
lead ~o its largest of the game, 13_-2. and UNH was down, 5 on 3.
"They (UNH) saw the
Not having played since their
Back up goalie Jamie Taylor
handwriting on the wall," said filled in for Sheehan and gave UQ
spring trip back in March, the Cats
have played various scrimmages ,Garber. "We kept playing harder. two goals and had a save to his
In the past the third quarter hasn't credit during his brief stint.
against teams and looked
been one of our stronger ones, we
impressive with each outing.
BC also gave the impression that
haven't finished a team off. Today what they had heard of the UNH
"I think it helped not having
we squashed them."
spring trip had them worried as
played for a couple of weeks,"
most preferred to watch UNH
noted UNH coach Ted Garber,
warm
up and not go through their
"we were hungry, we were waiting
UNH ranked fifth
drills.
to ~et the season go_ing and play.':
Thu1~llc1y, UNII llc:LVcl~ down to
in New England,
Steve Glover made sure of that
Storrs, Connecticut, for a 3 o'clock
when he gave UNH the lead to stay
game against the Huskies in the
just 54 seconds into the game on a
hopes of gaining yet another
20th
in
set play.
Northeastern Division win. UNH
now stands at 2-2 while BC lowers
Fay, destined to set scoring ·
the country
its mark to 3-4.
records by the time he •s done, then
"If we come out and play hard
hit the twine behind Eagle goalie
Frustration, evident at this like today," said Garber, "we can
Gordie Moore three times in a 1: 16
·point, led to a slight flare up when
win. But it will take a good effort."
span for a 4-0 lead.
an Eagle player crashed into
UNH is currently ranked 5th in
UNH kept BC to a single goal in Wildcat goalie Peter Sheehan. For
each of the first two quarters and added effect, BC emptied its team New England and should move up
added three single tallies in the onto the field and blew the fracas another slot or two with
yesterday's win. They are rated
second quarter by Ansis Kalnajs, up in effect.
20th in the country and that too
Mark Ganzer, and Mike Van
Sheehan and the BC player both might change with the victory.
Vleck to go up 7-2 at the half.
received major 3 minute penalties.

·. t✓he new .· hampshire

.· sports

SCORING SUMMARY
John Fay
5-3-8
Steve Glover
3-0-3
Mike Van Vleck 2-2-4
Don McDowell
1-2-3
Brian Noyes
0-2-2
Mark Ganzer
1-1-2
Ansis Kalnajs
1-0-1
Eric Fraser
1-0-1
Curtis Shu way 1-0-1
Jeff Nawrocki
1-0-1

Women's softball

Wildcats split with .H_u skies
By Jackie MacMullan
The women's softball team
overcame first inning jitters and
went on to play outstanding ball
ori Saturday as they split a doubleheader with top-ranked UConn.
UN H was blanked in the first game
2-0 but bounced back the second
time around with a convincing 7-4
victory over the previously
unbeaten Huskies.
"Once we got started we played
well," said coach Jane Job. "We
really could have won both."
Lisa Cefalo and Mary Lou Bates
both went the distance and hurled
fine games for the Wildcats.
Job went with Cefalo on the
mound for UNH in the first game.
Cefalo ran into trouble early,
giving up four hits and two runs in·
the first inning.
Once she settled down, Cefalo
was sharp for the remainder of the
game. She finished up pitching six
shut-out innings and allowing one
hit.
"Once she got past the first inning
Lisa became composed and did the
job," said Job.
Though Cefalo was able to keep
the UConn players at bay, the
Wildcats were unable to produce
an offensive threat. Freshman Ann
Huidekoper, who has been
swinging the bat well, had two of
the five hits for UNH.
"We made much better contact
with the ball," explained Job. "We
were swinging the bat with more
confidence. UConn's center-fielder
robbed us of a couple of hits with
nice catches."
Mary Lou Bates, who gave up four
hits and five walks, registered the
win. U Conn. pitcher Aselton, who
has earned shutout victories in
each of her outings this season,
took the loss.
"Mary Lou was hitting the corners
well," praised Mary Ellen Smith,
who caught in · the second game.
"She was throwing hard and
putting the batters off-balance. .
Then she would go inside and they
couldn't get around the pitches."

"I fe).t good in there," said Bates.
"T,he important thing was that the
{ield was right behind me and
constantly talking to me. It was a
team effort.•~
.
Offensively, juniors Patty
Foster and Cheryl Murtagh led the
team with two hits each.
Murtagh walked in the first inning
and Foster singled. Patty Bohner
was then hit by a pitch and
Murtagh scored on the play. A
sacrifice fly to centerfield by Terri
Birmingham brought in Foster
and UNH had a 2-0 lead they were
never to relinquish.
UConn. tied things ~p in the

third, and both teams traded runs
in the fourth and fifth innings.
With the score tied, 4-4, in the
6th, Foster and Murtagh's bats
went to work again. Murtagh
singled and Foster slugged a triple
and the Wildcats were ahead to
stay.
"I was very, very pleased with·
the team," said Job. "UConn has
been blowing away teams. We
faced all three of their top pitchers
and stayed right with them."
The Wildcats, now 1-2, suit up
today in an away game against
Fitchburg State.

Mitmen face Friars
After having to postpone the home opener, UNH baseball may
finally get underway, pending coopera!ive weat_her. Today, t~e
mitmen are slated for a doubleheader against Providence College m
Providence.
Though the Boston Globe picked the Friars to be one of the top
teams this year, they have gotten off to a slow start.
As for UNH's new home opener scheduled for Thursday against
Northeastern (doubleheader), head coach Ted Conners says
Brackett Field is looking good.
"It's a bit soft right now but at least it's dry," he said. ~•Just as long
as it doesn't rain."
Both games begin at l :00.

UNH tracksters cop
.tri-meet by inches
By Larry McGrath
The difference between winning
and losing is sometimes oh so
slight. In the case of the UNH men's
track team that difference was
nine-tenths of a second as Peter
Bergeron anchored the 1600
meter relay team to a second place
finish, edging out Ba!es and
pushmg past · MIT in team points
for Saturday's meet.
Without the last-second spurt by
the sophomore middle-distance
man the Wildcats would have gone
home from Cambridge, Mass.,1/ 2point arear of the engineers from
MIT.

Coach John Copeland was all
smiles, however, as his squad
returned to Durham on the long
end of the stick. Final score: UNH
85, MIT 82-1/2, and Bates 35-1/2.
"It was a great meet to watch but
I don't need the gray hairs that
these close finishes give me," said
Copeland.
UNH had help in opening their
season successfully as Bates
captured valuable po.ints away
from MIT in the javelin (Bates had

the first three finishers and the high
jump (a first and a third).
"Sure Bates helped but I think
that we could have beaten MIT
anyways in a dual meet," Copeland
said. Hit's a cut-throat situation in
a triangular (3-team) meet. We
were rooting for Bates and the
crowd there was aware of .the
.situation. It made Bates' events
more significant," he added.
Freshman Joel Dennis was
UNH's sole double winner as he
took both the shot put and the
discus. Standout hammer-man
Alex Miller was an amazing 44'7"
ahead of his nearest competitor as
the Wildcats copped three of the
four weight events.
Miller had his best early-season
toss ever and Dennis is closing in
on the school record for the discus.
His distance was about ten feet
short of it. "He could reach it by
the end of the season," said
Copeland.
Other winners for the Cats were
Greg De Voider in the long jump
(teammate Mike Gooden finished

TRACK, page 15

SPORTS ON CAMPUS
After suffering through nearly three weeks of the "Spring Sports
Lull," the spring schedule rolls into high gear. Unfortunately, most
of the games this week are away.

-~·
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M;ry °i:ou Bates has her eyes on the ta~g~t as she delivers !)De
of her offerings in UNH's first win of the season. (Laurel MIios
photo).

BASEBALL: at Providence (DH), today, 1:00; Northeastern (DH),
Thursday, home, 1:00; at UMass (DH), 1:00, Saturday.
SOFTBALL: at Fitchburg State (DH), today, 2:30; at UMass (DH),
Saturday, I :00.
LACROSSE: Men - at UConn, Thµrsday, 3:00; Women - Bowdoin,
today, 3:00; UConn, Thursday, 3:00.
TRACK: Men - Holy Cross and URI at URI, Wednesday; at Maine,
Saturday; Women-at Brown with Providence, today, 3:30; at Mass
Relays, Saturday.

